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This dissertation is dedicated to my husband Rudy 



This research examines the factors that influence the levels of and changes in 

disclosures about intangible assets by Canadian companies. Accountability theory (Tetloc k 

1985) and impression management theory (Schienker 1980) are the theoretical bases for a 

frmework in which disclosures are used by managers to respond to accountability pressure 

from analysts and to create a positive image of the company. The framework enables 

predictions to be made regarding the effects of analyst influence, company size, and the 

surrounding periods' performance news on current disclosures. The study also examines 

disclosure as a multi-dimensional constmct, consisting of content, the tirne frame addressed 

by the disclosure, and whether the information is provided in a quantitative or qualitative 

form. The relationship between the proposed explanatory factors such as company size, 

analyst following, performance information, and cross-listing status with each of these 

disclosure dimensions is examined. The research method uses archivai data from Canadian 

company annual reports and a disclosure index instrument to develop disclosure measures 

about companies' research and development (R&D) activities for each one of the 

dimensions. 

The results of the study suggest that levels of disclosure a n  positively associated with 

company size, analyst following, and the cross-listing of the company on a U.S. exchange, 

and that the seeking of public financing is associated with higher volumes (levels) of 

disclosure. The volume of disclosure content and the level of quantitative disclosures are 

positively associated with king cross-listed, size, and analyst following, but the level of 

fomard looking information is positively associated only with king  cross-listed and the 

retums news of the following period. Changes in disctosure volume are positively 

associated with current market retums news, but the relation between the changes in the 

other disclosure dimensions and perfoimance news tends to be in the opposite direction of 

what was expected or not significant. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This study provides evidence conceming the factors that influence voluntary disclosures 

about intangible assets by firms for whom such assets are integral to financial performance. 

Intangible assets disclosure is part of a larger issue conceming voluntary disclosure and the 

factors that affect management's decisions on whether to disclose non-mandated 

information. Intangible assets are especially appropriate for studying voluntary disclosure 

because they are not well represented by the existing financiai accounting frarnework 

(Wallman 1995; Lev and Sougiannis 1936). While Lev and Sougiannis find that investors 

may be able to "unravel" the information provided in the financial statements to some extent, 

there nonetheless is still interest in having additional intangible asset information provided 

to assist investor decisions (U.S. SEC 19%). However, there is a perception that in many 

cases management provides such information in a biased fashion or does not provide it at a11 

(O'Reilly 19%; TSE 1995). The results of this study help in understanding the factors that 

affect managers' disclosure decisions about intangible assets. including the nature of 

disclosure changes and when such changes might occur. In particular, this study examines 

the factors which are hypothesized to be related to the volume of information provided, the 

amount of fonvard looking information provided, and whether the information is provided 

in a quantitative or qualitative form. A better understanding of the circumstances under 

which information is provided and the characteristics w hich influence the potential 

usefulness of the information is valuable, given the importance of both the volume and 

quality of infomation in the functioning of capital markets as well as the effects of 

voluntary information provision on the search costs of various stakeholden. 

Accountabiiity theory ÇTetiock 1985) and impression management theory (Schlenker 

1980) are used to create a framework in which intangible asset disclosures are used by 

managers to respond to accountability pressure from analysts, as weli as to create and 



maintain a positive image of the Company. The theory proposed in this study is that 

managers are motivated to influence how others view their organization (and by implication 

judg management's own performance), and correspondingly will make use of disclosures 

to affect how their analyst audience views them. This approach to studying financial 

disclosure has antecedents in some existing psychological and organizational theory based 

studies of disclosure (e.g. Bettman and Weitz 1983; Aens 1994; Russ 199 1). The 

framework enables predictions to be made of the effects of anal yst influence, relative 

industry performance, and the sumunding emings news on disclosure levels and changes. 

The study contributes to the existing voluntary disclosure literature by providing 

evidence regarding the factors that are associated with companies' disclosure levels and 

disclosure changes over time. The study also contributes to the psychological literature on 

impression management and accountability theory by linking accountability and impression 

management which has not ken  done in the published research to date, by examining how 

people in organizations deal with accountability pressure and impression management over 

time, and by examining what types of impression management tactics or accountability 

responses are used in a regulated environment. 

The study 's research design uses archival data about Canadian fimis to determine how 

the factors hypothesized frorn an accountability and impression management perspective 

actually affect changes in and levels of intangible asset disclosure behavior. The disclosire 

dimensions that are measured are those of content, time frame (whether disclosures are 

about current events or are fomard looking) and presentation (whether information is 

provided in a qualitative or quantitative form). Disclosure index scores based on Company 

annual reports are used to measure the dependent variables of interest, with regression 

analysis then used to test the hypothesized relationships between the disclosure measures 

and the independent variables, such as current earnings news and analyst following. 

The analysis indicates that fim size, analyst following, and the cross-listing of the finns 

on a U.S stock exchange a n  strongly positively associated with disclosure content and 



presentation, and seeking of public financing is also positively associated with higher levels 

of disclosure content. The provision of forward looking information is positively associated 

only with being cross-listed and the performance news of the following period. Changes in  

disclosure content are positively associated with current performance news, but the effects 

of the past and future performance news on current disclosure changes tended to be either 

non-significant or in the opposite direction of what was expected. The results thus provide 

some evidence that accountability pressure and impression management may play a role in 

disclosure decisions. However, further work is needed to improve the measure of 

performance, which is key in determining accountability pressure and the need for 

impression management. Refinement of the measure of changes in disclosure to address 

selective provision of information by organizations is also required. 

The remainder of this document is organized as follows: 

Chapter Two defines intangible assets, and discusses why they are difficult to 

meaningfully incorporate into financial statements under current GAAP. Some reasons 

why investors cannot easily compel managers to provide intangible asset information are 

reviewed to explain why such disclosure should be viewed as voluntary. 

Chapter Three reviews the existing ernpirical literature on voluntary disclosure; 

Chapter Four proposes an alternative theoretical approach to studying voluntary 

disclosure. based on impression management and accountability theory. 

Chapter Five outlines the resulting framework to examine the voluntary disclosure of 

intangible asset information and the associated hypotheses. 

Chapter Six outlines the approach used to test the hypotheses from Chapter Five, 

including a discussion of the population to be studied, the variables of interest, and the 

data sources for the variables. 

Chapter Seven discusses the results of the hypothesis testing. 

Chapter Eight discusses the conclusions that can be drawn from the study's results. 



CHAITER 2 

INTANGIBLE ASSETS AND VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURE 

2.1 Intan~ible Assets and GAAP 

Over the past twenty years. an increasing number of businesses have found that 

substantial portions of their revenue are generated by items or processes that do not easily 

fit into the traditional accounting framework (Wallman 1995). These items include brands, 

the results of research and developrnent (R&D), publishing rights, and intellectual property 

(such as patents, copyrights, and software) (Arthur Andersen l m ) ,  and are generally 

described as "intangible", meaning that unlike traditional resources such as equiprnent and 

buildings, they lack physical substance. However, it is the other characteristics of intangible 

"assets" that have led to problems in including them on companies' balance sheets. 

The traditional requirements to capitalize an expenditure as an asset are that: 

1. The item have the characteristics of an asset, which in Canada means that the item must 

embody a probable future benefit ; the entity can control access to the benefit; and the 

transaction or other event giving rise to the entity's right to or control of the benefit rnust 

have already occurred (CICA 1997, Section 1000). 

2. The item be recognizable, which entails that the item has an appropriate basis of 

measurement and a reasonable estimate can be made of the arnount involved, and that for 

items involving obtaining or giving up future economic benefits it is probable that such 

benefits will be obtained or given up (CICA handbook, Section 1000). 

However, intangible assets are often perceived not to meet these criteria: 

1. The assurance of economic benefits frorn specific intangible asset expenditures is often 

questionable (Jennings and Thompson 1996). Conservatism in these cases often leads 

to expensing of intangible asset expenditures. One solution to this has been to permit 

capitalization of intangible asset expenditures (such as development costs) only when 

technological feasibility has k e n  established and a future market can be defined (CICA 



Handbook 1997, Section 3450). However, because establishment of tec hnological 

feasibility often cornes late in the developrnent life cycle (Software Publishen 

Associationl996), this cntenon means that only a small portion of total development 

costs is show on the balance sheet. 

2. The ability of an entity to sel1 an asset is often used as a criterion of control over the 

asset (e.g. Egginton 1990; AIthur Anderson 1992; OtReill y 1996). However, intangible 

assets such as brand equity are not readily ûansferable by themselves. w hile other 

intangibles such as custom software may be perceived as having value only when sold 

as part of a larger operation. 

3. Measurement uncertainty: Reliable cost estimates for intangible assets are more 

problematic because: ( i )  many intangible assets are developed intemally, meaning that 

no arms-length transaction is available for valuation; and (ii) it is often difficult to link 

specific intangible asset expenditures and resulting future revenues (Sonnelitter 1996). 

While purchased intangible assets do not have an initial measurement problern, there is 

often uncertainty over the appropriate amortization period to use (Egginton 19H)). 

leading to matching problems. 

M e n  managers do capitalize intangible assets, especially intemally generated ones, they 

are criticized by ftnancial analysts and the business press. who suspect oppominism rather 

than attempts to provide more relevant information (O'Reilly 19%; Saloman 19%). The 

resulting financial statements for knowledge-based firms are felt to be less relevant than 

those for companies in more traditional industries (Amir and Lev 1996; Lev and 

Sougiannis 19%). This has led to concem by the U.S. SEC and the business press (e.g. 

Stewart 1!?94, 1995; Wailman, 1995) that financial statements are failing to provide a 

relevant representation of a key segment of the economy. 



2.2 Disclosure of Intangible Asset Information as a Substitute for Recoonition 

It is not necessary for intangible assets to be recognized to provide useful information to 

investon or other stake holden. Financial disclosure, defined by Gi bbins, Richardson and 

Waterhouse (1992.5 ) as the "...release outside the organization of information concerning 

the economic performance, position, or prospects of the organization, particularly as 

measured in financial terms", can also be used to at least partially meet investors' 

information needs. Examples of intangible asset disclosures include information about the 

developrnent of new software products, announcements of regulatory appmvais of new 

pharmaceutical products, details of research and development (R&D) expenditures w i thin 

the Management Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) section of the annual repon, or 

forecasts of sales of hardware during a presentation. Disclosures do not necessarily need to 

be provided in financial terms to be value-relevant. as Amir and Lev (19%) have shown. 

Investors and analysts in particular as sophisticated consumen of Company information 

would like intangible asset related disclosures to improve their valuation accuracy. Evidence 

of this interest was provided during a 19% SEC Symposium on Financial Reporting and 

Intangible Assets (U.S. SEC 1996) where representatives of the Association for Investrnent 

Management and Research (AIMR) expressed interest in having such information, as did 

the SEC and the Ontario Securities Commission (OSC) representatives present. The 

Jenkins Cornmittee on Financial Reporting (AICPA, 1994) also concluded that such 

additional information would be desirable. 

Given that documents such as the annual repon and press releases already provide a 

potential forum for intangible asset disclosures, why would managers not be compelled to 

disciose if the information were mily of interest to investors? Certainly the eady analytical 

work on disclosure (e.g. Grossman 198 1 ; Miigrom 198 1 ; Myerson 1979) found that 

management would always disclose its private information either due to adverse selection 

pressures or through contracting to ensure such provision. However, subsequent analytic 

research has documented that the disclosure principle will not hold under a vanety of 



circumstances. The factor which seems relevant to intangible assets disclosure is that of 

proprietary information. which is defined in Dye (1985, 123) as "... information whose 

disclosure potentially alters a finn's future eamings gross of senior management's 

compensation". Both Verrecchia (1983) and Dye (1985) fînd that the existence of 

proprietary information will permit management to avoid disclosure, since investors will not 

know whether management's private information is favorable(but costly to disclose), or 

unfavorable. Management often cites concerns about proprietary costs as affecting 

disclosure decisions (Gray and Roberts 1989; Entwistle 1997; Gibbins. Richardson and 

Waterhouse 1990), and to the extent that investoa believe these claims, management is 

unlikely to be compelled to disclose. 

The evidence as to how cornmonly managers choose to provide their intangible asset 

information is mixed. The SEC and OSC have al1 commented that such information is 

rarely provided by managea, based on reviews of annual reports and other disclosures 

(U.S. SEC 19%). However, a detaiied study by Entwistle ( 1997) of Canadian companies' 

R&D disclosures in annual reports identified an average of 89 R&D related sentences for 

113 Toronto Stock Exchange listed fims who had R&D expenses in their income 

statements, with a maximum of 350 R&D related sentence by one Company, and only 3 

companies of the 113 having no R&D related sentences. One conclusion that could be 

drawn from this study is that while cornpanies may not provide al1 the valuation-relevant 

information desired by analysts or regulaton. they do provide some information, 

The next chapter reviews the existing empirical disclosure literature to determine what 

factors have ken found to be related to disclosure levels and what types of disclosure have 

been studied to date. This review is used as the basis for better understanding the 

theoretical perspectives that have k e n  previously used to study disclosure, what factors 

might affect intangible asset disclosures and to suggest what aspects of disclosure behavior 

are not currently well understd. 



CHAPTER 3 

LITERATURE REVIEW OF DISCLOSURE RESEARCH 

The focus of this chapter is to identify the factors that have consistently been found to 

be associated with changes in disclosure levels and with disclosure characteristics such as 

disclosure content, disclosure hardness, and causal attributions. Studies of information 

content (i.e. the impact on stock prices of a given type of disclosure such as earnings) or 

other studies of disclosure effects will not be considered since such studies do not primarily 

focus on differences in disclosure characteristics among companies. but rather the impact of 

those disclosures on capital markets. 

3.1 Studies of Disclosure Levels 

This area of research has examined the relation between volumes of disclosure (often 

measured by a count of the number of items disclosed) and environmental variables such as 

firm size, listing status, and economic performance as proxies for the relative costs and 

benefits of disclosure. Studies which use disclosure indices to measure disclosure Ievels 

include Cerf (1961). Singhvi and Desai (1971), Buzby (1975). Chow and Wong-Boren 

(1987), Cooke (1989). Botosan (1997) and Patton and Zelenka (1997). These studies 

generally find that Company size, listing status, and current financial performance are 

positively related to the level of disclosure. Firth (1980) also uses a disclosure index and 

finds a significant relation between smaller companies' use of equity markets and increases 

in voluntary disclosure, with nearly one third of the sample firms showing a higher level of 

disclosure than a matched sample and less than five percent having a lower disclosure level. 

However, Firth finds no similar significant relationship for larger companies. 

Other studies have used analyst ratings of disclosure as the proxy for disclosun levels. 

Lang and Lundholm (1993) examine the relation between analyst ratings and a number of 

structural and peifomance variables such as the current year's stock retum, current and 



subsequent issuance of debt and equity, and the earnings-retum correlation over the 

preceding ten years. Clarkson, Kao, and Richardson (1995) examine factors related to 

analyst ratings of MD&A disclosures in 1992 Canadian company annual reports. Both of 

these studies find that firm size, seeking of public financing, and current financial 

performance are positively related to disclosure ratings. Clarkson et al (1995) aIso show a 

positive relation between current disclosure ratings and past disclosure practices, 

performance in the subsequent year, and press releases. Healy, Palepu and Sweeney (1995) 

show that increased disclosure ratings are associated with a subsequent increase in public 

financing. 

Gibbins, Richardson, and Waterhouse (1990) examine the number of disclosures across 

various channels including press releases and annual reports, and find that fims disclose 

more when they want access to capital markets. Gray and Roberts (1989) find that variables 

such as size, profitability, and leverage were positively associated with increases in 

disclosures, while industry classification is also weakly significant in explaining disclosure 

behavior. 

In summary, these studies are useful in establishing the need to control for company 

size, seeking of public t'nancing, and listing status when examining disclosure levels, and 

suggest that current and possibly past and future financial performance could also be 

important in idluencing disclosure levels. 



3.2 Studies of Volunta- Disclosure 

Studies of disclosure in the 1980's and 1990's began to examine the factors affecting 

specific types of voluntary disclosure. Many of these studies focused on factors associated 

with the early release of earnings information in the form of management earnings forecasts 

or pre-emptive eamings announcements (earnings announcements made afler the end of the 

pend but before the release of the quarterly or annual report). Such factors may also 

influence intangible asset disclosures which are also voluntary, and thus are important to 

consider. 

3.2.1 Management forecasts and pre-emptive eamings announcements 

Ruland, Tung and George ( 1990). Frankel, McNichols and Wilson (1995). and 

Clarkson, Kao. and Richardson (1994) find a positive relation between subsequent public 

financing and issuance of management forecasts. A number of studies also consider 

whether forecasts are issued in a biased fashion (Le. are more likely to be made when 

subsequent eamings are gteater than expectations and less likely othenvise). Penman 

(1980) shows that forecasts are more likely when the fim has good news, with similar 

conclusions made in Lev and Penrnan (1990) and Clarkson, Kao, and Richardson (1994). 

However, Penman and Lev and Penman use amples with predominately quantitative 

forecasts from the late 1960's and early 1970's. Baginski and Hasse11 (1997) and Skinner 

(1994) consider both qualitative and quantitative forecasts from the 1980's and find more 

bad news than good news forecasts. These confiicting findings in the relative disclosure of 

good venus bad news have been attributed to increases in litigation risk over tirne, aithough 

differences in initial sample seiection of management forecasts also appear to be an issue. 

Baginski and Hasse11 (1997) also find that the precision of management annual eamings 

forecasts (defined as whether forecasts were more qualitative or quantitative, with 

observations classified dong a scde from point estimates to range estirnates to qualitative 

statements) increases as analyst following increases and as firm size decreases. Forecasts 



tend to be most precise when many analysts follow srnaIl firms. Baginski and Hassell's 

discussion also suggests that bad news is more Iikely to be provided in qualitative form, but 

do not provide specific evidence of this. Skinner (1994) does show that good news 

disclosures tend to be point or range estimates while bad news disclosures tend to be 

provided in qualitative fom, and he also notes considerable cross-sectional variation in 

voluntary disclosure. However, Kaznik and Lev (1995) find that bigger and more 

disappointing surprises are more likely to be preceded by eamings or sales specific 

disclosures (albeit using qualitative language) as opposed to more general disclosures about 

aspects of operaticns. However, roughly half the companies provide no type of operating 

disclosures prior to the surprise. 

The variation in previous earnings has also been found to be negatively related to the 

issuance of management forecasts (Cox 1985; Clarkson, Kao, and Richardson 1994). 

Factors found to be positively related to the issuance of forecasts include size (Cox 1985; 

Lev and Penman 1990; Frankel, McNichols and Wilson 1995; Kaznik and Lev 1995); 

relative performance of the firm's industry (Lev and Penman 1980); and the change in 

earnings from the previous year (Clarkson. Kao, and Richardson 1994). 

In surnmary. these studies provide further evidence that size and financial performance 

affect voluntary disclosure. Some of the studies also suggest that the fom in which bad 

news is disclosed is different from that of good news, in that bad news disclosures tend to 

be more qualitative, while good news disclosures are more quantitative (precise). The 

relationship between the accuracy of analyst forecasts and the disclosure of management 

forecasts appears to be mixed, although increased analyst following may increase both the 

volume and precision of disclosure, especially for small fims. 



3.2.2 Studies of other types of voluntary disclosures 

Tasker (1997) examines the relationship between conference calls to analysts after 

quarterly eamings announcements and several proxies for accounting quality (largely based 

on the relation between market and book value). She finds a positive relationship between 

companiest use of conference cails and tirm size, analyst following, institutional ownership, 

and past sales growth performance. and a negative relationship between use of conference 

calls and accounting quality. Entwistle (1997) uses archival data from 1993-1995 annual 

reports for Canadian firms reporting R&D expense to determine the influence of a number 

of variables on specific types of R&D disclosures. He finds that the quantity of R&D 

disclosures is related to industry classification, and that the majority of disclosures descnbe 

the acnial or potential outcomes of the R&D expenditures. such as new products. Company 

size is also related to the quantity and subject rnatter of the R&D disclosures. 

These studies provide additional evidence regarding the variability in voluntary 

disclosure and the importance of Company size, analyst following, and industry 

classification in explaining such variation. Tasker's results also suggest that prior 

performance rnay affect disclosure. thus providing additional support for results cited in the 

previous section. 

3.3 Studies of the Costs and Benefits of Disciosure 

Several studies have examined managerial perceptions of relative cos6 and benefits of 

disclosure, including Chandra and Greenball(1977); Gray and Roberts (1989); Edwards 

and Smith (1996); and Entwistle (1997). Disclosure benefits provided by managers in 

these studies include improved image/reputation/credibility, management of expectations. 

better investment decisions by investors, improved accountability, better investor risk 

assessment, attraction of "better quality" analysts, and "fairer" share prices. Disclosure 

costs provided by management include information collection and publication costs and 

propnetary costs. Gray and Roberts (1989) find that more successful companies want to be 



higher profile, while less successful companies prefer to be less visible and thus tend to 

view voluntary disclosure as less desirable. 

Managerial concems about proprietary cos& seem to dorninate the other perceived 

disclosure costs. Results of surveys and interviews of managers seern to consistently list 

proprietary costs as a reason not to disclose (Gray and Roberts (1989); Edwards and Smith 

(19%); Entwistle (1997)). Chandra and Greenball(1977), Brancato (19%). and Siegal 

(19%) also claim managerial concems about these costs are a reason managers tend not to 

disclose information. However, the extent to which these concems are well founded or 

accurate is unknown. For example, Patel and Pavin (1995) note that companies have rnany 

other ways of learning about R&D other than disclosures. They report that analyzing 

patent disclosures, consultations with employees of the cornpetition, hiring of employees of 

the cornpetition, reverse engineering, and independent R&D were al1 rated as equally or 

more useful than analysis of publications by more than 600 R&D directors in the U.S. 

A few studies have aied to directly measure the cos& and consequences of disclosure. 

Healy, Palepu and Sweeney ( 1995) find that the companies who increase their disclosure 

have a significantly greater stock price response to changes in eamings relative to industry 

peers after the increase in disclosure and a significantly greater response to changes in 

eamings relative to their own pre-disclosure rnodel. These results hold even for firms that 

report both positive and negative changes in eamings d e r  the disclosure increase. In 

general, however, the increased disclosure tims seem to have relatively stable eamings over 

the pend but improved eamings relative to the industry rnedian. Finns who increase their 

disclosure also have a subseqiient increase in analyst following relative to the industry. 

Botosan (1997) uses a disclosure index to examine whether finns' cost of equity capital 

varies with disclosure, controlling for the market beta and firm size. She finds that for firms 

with a small analyst following, greater disclosure was associated with a lower cost of equity 

capital, but that this relation did not hold for firms with a large analyst following. 



In summary, the results of these papea suggest managen perceive disclosure as having 

both costs and benefits. The results of both these studies and studies cited in eartier 

sections suggst that managers may be somewhat strategic in making disclosure decisions, 

and are generally more apt to disclose (whether through forecasts or irnproving the annual 

report) when there are reasons to do so, such as a need to raise public financing or because 

of a desire to make known a relative improvement in financiai performance. Studies of 

realized costs and benefits suggest that additional disclosures do affect stock price, but that 

firm site and industry effects may moderate these effects. 

3.4 Psvcholooica! and Oreanizational Theotv Based Studies of Disclosure 

This category is distinguished from the other research w hich has generally been done 

from an economic perspective (implicit or explicit) to help establish the precedents for the 

proposed psychologically-based theoretical perspective on disclosure in Chapter Four. 

Research done from a psychological and organizational theory perspective has tended to 

focus on differences in the content of disclosures, including causal attributions, and the 

relationship between organizational or individual characteristics and disclosure behavior. 

Causal attributions and the use of impression management tactics in disclosures have 

k e n  examined in Ingram and Frazier (1983), Be- and Weib (1983), Salancik and 

Meindl (1984), Russ (199 1), and Aerts (1994). These studies investigate whether there was 

systematic bias related to causal explanations, hypothesizing that managers attribute good 

financial performance to themselves and poor financiai performance to public factors. In 

general, these studies find that management does tend to behave as expected. However, 

Salancik and Meindl also note that managers of unstable fims are more likely to amibute 

both good and bad firm performance to internal causes when compared to managers of 

f imis with stable performance, presumably to convey a sense of control. Aerts (1994) 

reports similar findings. Bettman and Weitz also fmd that while the proportion of good 

news attributed to intemal causes does not seem affected by indusûy performance, the 



proportion of bad news attributed to public causes does significantly increase in years 

where the majoity of firms in the industry did badly. 

Studies such as Cowen, Ferreri and Parker (1987), Patten (1991) and Roberts (1992) 

examine the factors related to disclosure of social responsibility information, which are 

useful in understanding whether disclosures are made in response to pressures from 

stakeholders who are not investors and analysts. These studies find that sire and industry 

category do correlate with some types of social responsibility disclosures, but have mixed 

findings as to whether there is a statistically significant relationship between financial 

performance and these types of disclosure. 

Gibbins, Richardson and Waterhouse ( 1990) use interview data to explore disclosure as 

an organizational process. They find that managers view disclosure as having more negative 

than positive consequences and as being more linked to negative than positive events. 

Kohut and Segars (1992) perform a content analysis of management's letter to shareholders 

from 1989 annual reports to examine corporate communications strategy. They find that 

firms with Iow return on equity tend to be more forward looking when compared to firms 

with high return on equity, perhaps because of a desire to focus on future potential rather 

than past poor performance. However, both types of finns tend to generally emphasize past 

performance more than future expectations. The authors speculate the general emphasis on 

past events may indicate a preference by CEOs to "...discuss a certain past rather than an 

uncertain future." 

Craighead and Hartwick (1997) use Ajzen and Fishbein's (1980) theory of reasoned 

action to examine the relationship between CE0 beliefs about disclosure and firm 

disclosure activities, based on survey data of disclosure beliefs of Canadian CEOs and press 

releases regarding emings performance and corporate strategy. The authors find that 

differences in beiiefs about the cos& and benefits of disclosure are reIated to the number of 

disclosures made by firms. 



In summary, these studies suggest that financial performance rnay affect disclosures 

regarding causal attributions. However, disclosures not related to financial performance, 

such as social responsibility disclosures which may be made in response to non-investor 

stakeholders, rnay not be affected. F i m  with volatile performance rnay be less inclined to 

make public causai attributions than those with mon stable performance. Industry and size 

continue to be important factors in explaining disclosure behavior. The Craighead and 

Hartwick study also suggests that managerial beliefs about the desirability of disclosure 

rnay affect disclosure behavior. 

3.5 Summary of Literature Review 

The results of the research to date on disclosure behavior suggest the following: 

1. Organizational size is strongly positively related to increases in disclosure. Industry 

classification also seems to be related, aithough this rnay be due to industry performance 

effects in any given year. Analyst following appean to be positively associated with 

disclosure levels, although size rnay negatively interact with analyst following in 

afTecting disclosure levels. 

2. Whether eamings news is good or bad affects financial disclosure. There is confiicting 

evidence as to whether good or bad eamings news is more often pre-ernptively disclosed 

as a management forecast, but in general other mesures of disclosure such as 

disclosure precision, the use of conference calis, and analyst ratings of disclosure seem 

to be positively related to good eamings news. The psychologically-based studies also 

suggest that good eamings news tends to be attributed intemally, while bad earnings 

news is atîributed to external factors. 

3. The decision to acquire public financing is positively related to disclosure, although 

findings conflict on whether the increase in disclosure occurs only in the period pior to 

seeking financing or whether disclosure increases for a multi-year period prior to the 

public financing. 



4. Both the analytical literature cited in Chapter Two and the disclosure costlbenefits 

literature cited in Section 3.3 argue that the existence of proprietary costs cm affect 

disclosure, although empirical evidence of this is limited. Managers' beliefs about 

disclosure, including its costs and benefits, may also influence Company disclosure 

behavior. 



A PROPOSED THEORETICAL PERSPEflIVE ON STUDYING INTANGIBLE 
ASSET' VOLUNTARY DISCLOSURES 

The economic perspective on disclosure discussed in the preceding section has focused 

on the factors which affect whether disclosures are made, as well as whether disclosures are 

provided in a biased manner. Much of this research has implicitly or explicitly focused on 

the factors believed to affect disclosures' relative costs and benefits, such as the need for 

public financing, changes in litigation risk, and the desire to signal performance varying 

substantially from the industry mean or the firm's prior performance. There has been M e ,  

if any, research from the econornics perspective as to how the presentation or content of 

disclosure may Vary to affect its costs and benefits, despite the finding that bad news is 

disclosed in a different form than good news. 

The psychological perspective has also focused on whether management provides 

biased information. but additionally has studied how the content of disclosures changes in 

relation to whether the news is good or bad. The psychological literature has considered 

how disclosure content may Vary to create a particular image of management, but has not 

considered how explicit costs and benefits of disclosure rnay affect both the decision to 

disclose and the content of the disclosure. The interest in many of the economic and 

psychological studies conceming the effect of stakeholders (such as financial analysts, 

institutional ownen, and employees) on the existence and type of disclosures suggests that 

the role and power of the audience may also be influential in disclosure. However neither 

perspective has k e n  very explicit about how and when stakeholden can affect disclosure 

decisions, and the results to date from empirical studies of the effects of these groups have 

k e n  mixed. 

It is proposed that theories w hich: (a) place more emphasis on the interaction between 

the audience and the manager; (b) encompass disclosure as a communication activity; (c) 

incorporate the concept that managers in making disclosure decisions consider relative costs 



and benefits; and (d) can provide some insight into how the content of disclosures may Vary 

in response to factors afYecting disclosure costs and benefits, c m  be useful in better 

understanding financial disclosure. It is worth noting that a focus on disclosure as an 

interaction between stakehoiders and management parallels results from some of the 

interview based research, such as Gray and Roberts (1989). w ho found that disclosures 

were made when organizations felt themselves to be "rnisunderstood", and that disclosure 

was seen as improving reputation. Entwistle (1997) found that managers used disclosure to 

manage stakeholder expectations and improve credibility. Craighead and Hartwick (1997) 

also found that managers agreed with statements that referred to providing additionai 

information to 1e;sen the impact of bad news, manage expectations, and build investor 

confidence to reduce the cost of raising capital. 

It is proposed in this study that the theories of accountability (Tetlock, 1985) and 

impression management (Schlenker, 1980) be used to provide a frarnework to better explain 

disclosure behavior. Both of these theories have been previously applied to studying 

financiai disclosure, and are focused on the actions of one party in response to an audience 

w ho may have the ability to provide rewards or punishments. The strong emphasis of both 

of these psychological theories on: (a) the importance of the audience and its expectations; 

(b) differential information provision and behavior in cases where an individual's behavior is 

consistent or inconsistent with the audience's expectations; and (c) the individual's implicit 

consideration of costs and benefits in choosing what to reveal or how to behave, make them 

appropriate for studying managerial disclosure decisions. Accountability and impression 

management will be discussed next, dong with their relationship to each other. 



4.1 Impression Management Theorv 

Impression management theory (Schlenker 1980; Leary and Kowalski 1990; Bozeman 

and Kacmar 1997) is based on the idea that people are sensitive to the social significance of 

their behavior and are therefore motivated to create and preserve desired images in social or 

public situations (Tetlock and Manstead 1985). Images are chosen to maximize the 

expected rewards (both psychic and external) associated with a particular image less the 

expected costs of maintaining that image (Schlenker 1980). Individuals' motivations to 

mate a particular image are deterrnined by the importance of the image to achieving one's 

goals; the value of the desired goals; and the discrepancy between the desired and current 

image (Leary and Kowalski, 1990). Schlenker ( 1980) notes that events that both adversely 

affect an individual's ability to claim an image and are observed by a stakeholder cause the 

individual to engage in behavior to minimize or avoid damage to his or her desired image as 

well as to minimize any negative sanctions that might result. Impression management 

tactics may dso  be used to associate an individual with a desirable event, either by 

maxirnizing their apparent responsibility or the apparent desirability of an event. These 

"basking" tactics are most likely to be used when the context does not appear to give an 

individual credit for a desirable event 

Schlenker lists various ways of associating or disassociating oneself with a particular 

image including: emphasizing direct, indirect or even tangential links with desired images or 

positive outcornes, minirnizing responsi bility for bad events, attempting to reinterpret bad 

events to make hem appear less severe or less representative, avoiding tmsmittal of 

unpleasant messages, and attributing success to personal efforts but failure to extemal 

factors, bad luck, or other involved individuals. Reality provides a constraint on what 

images people claim, both thmugh past histories ("track recordw) and anticipation of future 

events in which one might have to defend one's image, especially if a stakeholder also may 

be aware of îhese other events. 



4.2 Accountabilitv Theorv 

Accountability theory (Tetiock 1985; Tetlock 1983; Weigold and Schlenker 1991) 

considers individuals' judgments or decision making when their behavior is monitored by a 

stakeholder (the accountability source) who cm create consequences for the individual 

contingent upon the behavior. It views individuals as politicians, who attempt to determine 

actions which are acceptable and which minimize cognitive effort. As noted in Tetlock 

(1992), accountability pressures are reacted to and anticipated by individuals, who may 

modify their behavior to pre-empt or minimize sanctions based on their understanding of 

what is desirable. Accountability has been previously applied to accounting and auditing 

settings ( e . ~  Gibbins and Newton (1994), Hoffman (1997) and Kennedy (1995)). 

Two key behavioral consequences of accountability are that: 

1. If the accountability source's preferences are known, accountable individuals will tend to 

conform to those preferences if there are no conflicting precommitments vetlock, 

Skitka, and Boettger 1989; Tetlock 1983). 

2. if the accountability source's preferences are known and the accountable individual can 

not conform to their preferences because of precomrnitments. accountable individuals 

will tend to put more effort into justifying their own position (either retrospectively or 

prospectively) fletlock, Skitka. and Boettger 1989). 

4.3 Integration of the Two Theories and A~~lication to Financial Disclosure 

There is linle consideration in accountabilitv research of what image people wish to 

project. Instead, emphasis is placed on what actions or attitudes are desired of individuals 

by the accountability source and how individuals respond to these preferences. The 

cornparison that gives rise to accountability pressure is the difference between the 

accountability source's preferences and the behavior of the accountable individual. In 

contrat, im~ression manasment focuses on what image people wish to portray to othen, 

and what actions they take to transmit and maintain diis image in light of relevant events. 



The comparison that gives rise to impression management is thus the relation between the 

individual's chosen image and relevant events. The audience in an impression management 

context is seen as relatively passive, with much less consideration of their preferences' 

potential role in af5ecting the individual's behavior other than in how it might affect extemal 

rewards and punishments for the individual. 

One contibution of this research is to combine these two theories by considenng the 

efforts of managers to develop and maintain a desired corporate image which reflects the 

preferences of an audience who may be able to provide rewards and sanctions. The 

research approach thus relies on a hybrid of the two theories, drawing from accountability 

theory's predictions of an individual's subsequent behavior after a comparison of the 

accountability source's preferences to the individual's initial behavior without explicit 

consideration of the individual's own preferences, and from impression management theory 

regarding what individuals do to project and maintain a particular desired image in light of 

events or actions relevant to this image. This synthesis is in keeping with the impression 

management model described in Bozeman and Kacmar (1997), and Leary and Kowalski's 

(1990) characterization of impression management as a two part model, with the first part 

focusing on the degree to which people are motivated to control how others see them. and 

the second focusing on the methods used to affect how others see them. 

This research also applies these theories to explain management's behavior in 

developing and protecting a corporate image. The idea of a corporate image is not new in 

organization theory, having k e n  discussed in such works as Dutton and Dukerich (1991), 

Elsbach and Sutton ( l m ) ,  and Ginzel, Kramer, and Sutton (1993). In essence, a corporate 

image consists of "... the attributes [organizational] memben believe people outside the 

organization use to distinguish it" @utton and Dukerich, 1991). Dutton and Dukerich note 

the importance of corporate image to its memben, and the desire of members to take action 

when they believe the corporate image is threatened. M e r  studies such as Sutton and 

Callahan (1987) have found that damage to organizational image is transfernd to its 



members, and that as a result "... individuals are strongly motivated and comrnitted to take 

actions that will restore their organization's image" (Dutton and Dukench, 1991). 

The CE0 of an organization is often seen as the primary representative of his or her 

company, and is usually held direcdy accountable for company performance by virtue of the 

organizational hierarchy, informa1 societal d e  expectations and management compensation 

schemes. It therefore seems reasonable that CEOs would feel at least as responsible for 

defending and developing organizational image as other rnembers of the Company. As 

pointed oui in Section 3.4, this association between managerial and organizational image is 

not new, as theories of impression management linking management and their organizations 

have also already been applied tc expiain disclosure behavior. 

The next section discusses in detail how accountability theory and impression 

management can be applied in understanding intangible asset disclosures, and the 

hypotheses that arise from the resulting framework. 



CHAPTER 5 

FRAMEWORK AND HY POTHESES REGARDlNG INTANGIBLE ASSETS 
DISCLOSURE 

5.1 lntan~ible Asset Disclosure Framework 

The theories outlined in Chapter Four sugpest that voluntary disclosure cm be 

understood as part of a managerial attempt to create and maintain a particular corporate 

image (and by implication. a management image) that is preferred by extemal audiences . 
including their behavior to address accountability pressure from the extemal audience. The 

following framework uses this perspective to identify the factors expected to affect 

managerial disclosure decisions for companies with significant intangible assets. 

5.1.1 The audience 

For purposes of this study, the primary audience for intangible asset disclosure is 

financial analystsl. The importance of this audience to management is suggested by Gray 

and Roberts (1989); Craighead and Hartwick (1997); and Entwistle (1997). Analysts may 

apply pressure to managers by not making "buy" recommendations, k ing  publicly critical, 

or no longer following the Company. Managers should be particulady aware of analyst 

influence when seeking public financing. This assumption is in keeping with Schipper's 

(1991, 105) view of analysts as "...representative of the group to whom financial reporting is 

and should be addressed". The other key recipients of intangible asset disclosures are 

cornpetitors, w ho may use disclosures to appropnate the company's competitive advantage. 

While this audience may not be the intended audience of disclosures, management is 

' Institutional investors could also serve as an audience for intangible assets disclosure. However, in Canada 
data on institutional ownership is only collecteci every two years, and many of the companies Iisted as 
owners are not classified by SIC code or have any other means to readily detemine whether the owner is 
institutional. Examination of the data suggested it was too volatile to make assumptions about the 
missing years, and as result institutional ownership was not used as a variable in this study. 



concemed about the nsk of proprietary costs and will thus factor potential competitor 

actions into their disclosure decisions' . 

5.1.2 Audience preferences about the company (and by extension of management) 

The consideration of audience preferences represents a key concept necessary for 

accountability pressure. It is assumed that analyst preferences are for companies to exhibit 

"good" performance2. This reasonably intuitive assumption underlies much of the research 

on eamings management and smoothing, and also arises from pnor work such as Francis 

( 19%) and Huth (1992). Schipper (1991) also suggests that analysts tend to be optimistic 

in their earnings forecasts, from which this assumption would follow if analysts prefer to be 

accurate. Mikhail, Walther, and Willis (1999) suggest that accuracy is in fact important to 

analysts. so this assurnption appears reasonable. 

5.1.3 Management's preferred image of the cornpany 

Given an audience of analysts, management will wish for their company to be seen 

by analysts as having "good" performance, so as to be consistent with analysts' preferences. 

By extension, companies perceived as having good financial performance will reflect well on 

the management of the cornpany. This alignment of analysts' preferences and 

management's preferred image of the cornpany reflects the accountability relationship, since 

the company and management are more likely to be "rewarded" if the company's image 

meets the accountability source preferences. Given a different accountability source, 

management's preferred image could be quite different (Carnaghan, Gibbins, and Ikaheimo 

'Papen such as Wagenhofer (1990) note that some disclosures may k aimed at cornpetitors a discourage 
entry; however the results of managerial suweys cited in section 3.3 regarding disdosure c m  suggest that 
managers are more faused on loss of cornpetitive advaniage to cornpetiton than on providing information 
to discourage entry. 
'"Gooûn performance is king used as a gemric temi, which can encornpars bth increasing earnings 
relative to prior performance, and incming stock pnce relative to the pior price. However, other factors 
such as relative performance of the indusiiy/market and expected retm to compensate for risk w il1 also 
affect investon' judgments of whether a Company has good or bad performance. The use of boih changes in 
eamings and of stock returns as pmxies for performance will k discussed in detail in Section 6.2. 



1996), e.g. for an audience of customen, management may wish to stress their company's 

product quality improvements or charitable donations, rather than good performance. 

5.1.4 Past, current and future knowledge of the company's situation or relevant events 

This component captures the ongoing nature of the analystlmanager relationship 

within an environment that mandates some disclosure, Public information incl udes 

mandatory disclosures of past and cunent eamings, other mandatory income statement and 

balance sheet disclosures, existing intangible asset disclosures, and information that analysts 

may have from other sources, such as stock prices. Management aiso has private 

information about intangible assets and some knowledge of the company's likely future 

performance. Al1 of the public knowledge as well as management's expectations about the 

future affects w hai management will choose to disclose about the Company and complicates 

their impression management efforts. 

Intangible asset disclosures can be used to influence the interpretation of 

performance information by affecting the beliefs about current performance as well as 

future performance. For example, information about new products in developrnent may 

help to explain why R&D expenses are higher, making current eamings lower but 

improving future prospects. This information could affect analysts' beliefs about likeiy 

future eamings. and thereby cause the company's stock price to increase. Information 

about changes in a company's market share may change analysts' perceptions of w hether a 

company's prospects are improving and thus whether current eamings trends are likely to be 

transitory or permanent, apin dso affecting stock price. Information about intangible 

assets in this frarnework is thus not desired by analysts for its own sake, but rather for 

valuation. 

While both prior and current performance information is available to analysts, 

cunent performance information is expected to be most salient, with the prior year's 

performance expected to have less influence on the current year's disclosures. This 



expectation is based OB the idea that both the need for impression management and 

accountability pressure will be predicated upon the most imrnediate event which provides 

information about the company and its management, which is current performance. Prior 

performance's lesser effect on current disclosures is expected to corne about by providing a 

point of cornparison as to how "good or bad" current performance is, and because of the 

effect prior performance has on increasing or decreasing accountability pressure. 

Another important type of public information is knowledge of the industry's 

performance, both because it constrains management's explanations for performance and, 

like prior earnings. affects analysts' views as to how "bad" or "good" company performance 

is. This factor has not been extensively studied in the voluntary disclosure literature, but 

Lev and Penman (1990), Healy, Palepu, and Sweeney (1995). and Aerts (1994) al1 have 

findings that suggest that disclosure tends to be positively related to a firm's performance 

relative to its industry. 

5.1.5 The relationship between the preferred image of the company, public information, 

and management's disclosure decision 

The preceding points suggest that performance information will be key in shaping 

analysts' image of the company and thus in determining accountability pressure and the 

need for impression management. These forces will in turn afîect the decision to disciose 

intangible assets information. However, the pressures to disclose created by accountability 

and the need to manage impressions will often be in opposition to each other. Analysts will 

apply accountability pressure in two cases. The first case results from analysts' perceptions 

of whether they have adequate information to assess whether the company is confoming to 

their preferences for improving performance. Andysts will tend to feel that current 

information is inadequate when it is contradictory, and in this case will pressure 

management to provide additional information. The second case is when analysts feel that 

management is not conforming with their preferences (i.e. there is bad performance news), 



and management is then pressured to provide indications that they will be conforming with 

analyst preferences in the future. Analysts may apply this pressure through phone calls, 

questions during presentations and conference cails, and by publishing their views of the 

company's current performance and future prospects. 

Management's willingness to comply with the accountability pressure in either case 

will depend on the impression management consequences of providing the desired 

disclosures. When the company's current performance is gwd. management will be willing 

to provide some information about the associated intangible assets to further support the 

performance infomation (ignoring proprietary costs), and perhaps some fonvard looking 

intangible assets information if it is positive to assure analysts that the good performance 

will continue. 

However, when the company's performance is bad, management will want to 

provide intangible assets information only if it is likely to cause analysts to improve their 

image of the Company or will somehow cause a reassessment of or distract from the bad 

performance. Management's pnvate expectations about future performance will also affect 

their decision, since further damage to the company's image rnay result if positive 

implications of an intangible assets disclosure are not borne out by future public 

performance (Le. they have a need to maintain credibility). 

Therefore, impression management will cause managers to prefer to provide 

disclosures when they either reinforce a positive image or suggest that the current negative 

image should be more positive, while accountability pressure will be placed on managers to 

provide disclosures either when the current image is bad or when the existing information is 

contradictory. The relative strength of accountability pressure venus impression 

management needs will thus detemine whether intangible asset disclosures are made. 



5.2 The Intan~ible Asset Disclosure Modei Resultino from the Framework 

5.2.1 Models and independent variables 

The basic disclosure mode1 starts with the factors established by previous research as 

affecting disclosure. As discussed in Chapter Three, these additional factors are Company 

size, industry segment, the seeking of public financing, and regulation. While these factors 

are not necessanly part of the proposed disclosure frarnework. dl three have major 

implications for the "amount" of disclosure possible and the extent to which such disclosure 

is mandated rather than voluntary. 

For example, larger companies may be expected to have more to Say by virtue of having 

more products and activities about which to report. Larger cornpanies may aiso be less 

dependent on analysts to generate information on their behalf by virtue of having more 

resources to expend on communications activities, and therefore would be less susceptible 

to accountability pressure. Company size can thus be viewed within the proposed 

framework as determining how vulnerable companies are to accountability pressure as well 

as determining the potential volume of information which could be provided. The industry 

classification is potentially important because sorne industries may have established 

disclosure noms (whether formal or informal) that affect their disclosure levels. Regulation 

as detennined by stock exchanges or securities commissions affect the level of mandated 

disclosure, whic h must be controlled for in detemiining the extent of voluntary disclosure. 

Listing on some exchanges may also result in greater "visi bility" because of more 

investon or more press reporting of such cornpanies. and thus result in more desire for 

impression management. The need for public financing as a factor can also be justified 

within the accountability/impression management framework, since it enables analysts to 

exert more accountability pressure and provides additional motivation to management to be 

concerned with their company's corponte image. 



The accountability pressure/impression management framework suggests the addition 

of variables proxying for the audience and past, current and future knowledp of the 

company's relative performance. The model should thus include analyst following 

information and company performance information for the surrounding period, as well as 

industry performance. 

It is expected that the basic structural factors such as size and listing will play the major 

role in deterrnining overall disclosure levels' .. While accountability pressure and 

impression management needs resulting from discrepancies between companies' observed 

and desired behavior will lead to differences in disclosure between yean, the overall level of 

disclosure as determined by these other factors, especially Company size, is likely to be 

more significantThe basic model for explaining disclosure levels which includes both the 

structural and accountability/i rnpression management factors is therefore: 

Disc= f(Pnews, News, Fnews, Nanalyst, Indperf, Exdin, Size, Industry, Listing) (1) 

w here: 
Disc: 

Pnews, News, 
Fnews: 
Nanal yst: 
Exdin 

Indperf: 
Size: 
Industry : 

Listing: 

The "level " of disclosure of intangible assets information in period t (with 
the terni "levei" to be defined in Section 5.2.2) 
Measure of whether performance of the previous pend t-1, cunent penod 
t, and future period t+l respectively is seen as good or bad 
Number of analysts following the company 
A d u m y  variable indicating whether the company acquired public 
financing in year t+l 
The performance of the company's industry 
The size of the company 
The industry classification of the company (e.g. software development, 
biotechnology, computer hardware) 
The stock exchange the company is listed on 

This is clearly a very simplified model of the accountabilitylimpression management 

framework, but should serve to capture key factors that determine intangible assets 

Both the log of R&D expense and R&D expense as a proportion of total assets were also examineci as 
possible contml variables. While in some cases these variables was negative and significant at the .O5 
level for both the disclosure content and disclosure presentation dimensions, they had no effect on the sign 
or signifiame of the other variables in the model. and thus had no real effect as convd variables. 



disclosure. It is this model that provides the basis for the disclosure level hypotheses 

discussed in Section 5.3. How these variables are measured is discussed in Chapter Six. 

This fiat model focuses on explaining the level of disclosure. Previous research on 

disclosure such as Gibbins, Richardson and Waterhouse (1990), Entwistle (lm), and 

Kaznik and Lev (1995) have al1 noted that disclosure frequency varies significantiy arnong 

f ims  even after controlling for such factors as size, industry and performance. As a 

consequence, even if the hypothesized accountability and impression management factors 

do affect disclosure levels, detection of these effects may be made more difficult both by the 

large variation arnong finns due to other uncontrolled factors and by the major effects of the 

structural variables on disclosure levels. 

An alternative approach to examining the effects of impression management and 

accountability on disclosure, which controls for this firm-specific variation as well as the 

structural variables, is to look at changes in the level of disclosure from year to year for 

individual fims. This approach also suggests that performance should be classified as 

"good" or "bad" by specifically measuring Company performance relative to the previous 

year. Using a "changes" mode1 resulis in the removal of the variables for exchange listing 

and industry, as the values for these variables tend to be stable. meaning that any change 

equivalent would be close to zero. The company size variable would be removed as a main 

effect for similar reasonsl. However, the degree of change in disclosure in response to 

changes in performance is expected to be a function of the company's susceptibility to 

accountability pressure. Accordingly, an interaction term between company size and 

current performance is needed in the disclosure changes model to reflect this e~pectation.~ 

' Examination of this assumption was subsequently tested by including change in size as a contml variable 
in the regtession anaiysis. The coefficient on change in size was never significant. The log of changes in 
R&D expense and change in R&D expense as a proportion of total assets were also examined as possible 
control variables. Inclusion of these variables had no effect upon the significance or sign of the other 
variables in the model, and were not thernseives significant in explaining disclosure changes. 

'Obviously, the potentiai for interaction effects between ail three of the news variables and size exists. 
Given the srnail sample size and the previously stated assumption that current news is the news variable 



The resulting transformation to a "changes" model results in: 

CDisc= f(Pnews, News, Fnews, Indperf, Exttin, Size*News) (2) 

w here: 
CDisc: 

Pnews, News, 
Fnews: 

Indperf: 

The change in the "level " of disclosure of intangible assets information in p e n d  t 
(with the term "level" to be defined in Section 5.2.2) 
Performance rneasure of period t-1 less the performance measure of period t-2, 
the performance measure of period t less the performance measure of penod t- 1, 
and the performance of period t+l less the performance of period t respectively 
An ordinal variable indicating whether the company acquired no public financing 
in year t and t+l, public financing in year t and ysar t+l, public financing in year t 
but not year t+l, or public financing in year t +l but not in year t 
The change in the performance of the company from the previous period t- 1 to the 
current period t 
An interaction terni to capture the effect on disclosure of changes in performance 
varying by Company size (i.e. susceptibility to accountability pressure as measured 
by size may result in different magnitudes of disclosure change for an equivalent 
performance change.) 

and the other factors defined as previously given. The hypotheses stated in Section 5.3 

conceming changes in intangible assets disclosure will be based on this model, with 

company performance viewed as the key determinant of accountability pressure and of the 

need for impression management. 

5.2.2 The measunment of disclosure levels as the dependent variable 

Before proceeding to the hypotheses, a discussion of the disclosure level variable "Disc" 

is needed to explain what dimensions of disclosure will be studied. Possible disclosure 

dimensions according to Gibbins, Richardson, and Waterhouse (1992) are: data content; 

data organization (classification and presentation); pnor or concurrent interpretation 

provided by the discloser; medium or channei used for communication; timing; redundancy; 

credibility indicators added by the discloser, and subsequent interpretation provided by the 

discloser. The "hardness" (quantitativeness veaus qualitativeness) of the information 

released (which rnight be viewed as one aspect of data presentation) could also be 

that most affects disclosure, it is prefened to include only one interaction terni, which incorporates size and 
current news changes. Similarly, an interaction between analyst following and current news is also 
possible, but the high degree of comlation between size and analyst following and the smail sample size 
make inclusion of only one interaction term feasible. 



considered as a manageable aspect of disciosure. The manager must choose values for each 

of these dimensions to develop an intangible asset disclosure. For example, he or she may 

choose to provide audited measures of the percentage of product retums for each of the past 

five years during a presentation. including an explanation for why the trend is going down. 

versus providing a more general statement that product quality is improving in the 

president's letter to shareholders in the annual report 

While al1 of these dimensions may be explainable within the proposed frarnework. the 

majority of existing disclosure researc h has focused on content, presentation. timing, and 

interpretation, which provides a basis for determining how to measure change in these 

dimensions. The hypotheses therefore consider only these dimensions, which are defined as 

follows: 

1. Disclosure content Ivolume) Disclosure content can be measured as the number of 

distinct items of information disclosed in any period. and as such is a proxy for volume 

of disclosure. 

2. Disclosure presentation. It is assurned that analysts prefer more quantitative information 

regarding intangible assets, on the grounds that such information is more useful for 

valuation. This disciosure characteristic is also referred to as disclosure "hardness", 

and is used to exernplify disclosure presentation. An increase in hardness is 

represented by an increase either in the absolute number of quantitative items disclosed, 

or by an increase in the relative proportion of quantitative venus qualitative disclosures. 

3. Disclosure t i m i n ~  Timing is defined as the amount of forward looking information 

provided, and is measured as the proportion of items of forward looking information 

provided relative to dl disclosures, or as the absolute number of fonvard looking 

information items provided. 



4. Disclosure interpretation. Interpretation for purposes of this study is defined in ternis of 

attributing causality to intemal or extemai causes, in keeping with previous research 

such as Bettman and Weitz (1983) and Aerts (1994). This will enable the relative 

proportion of intemal attributions with good outcornes to be compared to the proportion 

of extemal attributions with good outcornes, for example. 

There is no prior research that suggests whether the independent variables suggested by 

the accountability/impression management framework will affect these disclosure 

dimensions differently. Accordingly, the approach used is to treat them as alternative 

proxies for disclosure. Thus. any increase in disclosure content, disclosure hardness, or 

disclosure timing (in the sense of the provision of fonvard looking information) is defined 

as an increase in the disclosure level. Disclosure interpretation is, however, treated 

separately. as the tendency to make internai venus extemal attributions does not form a 

continuum in the same sense that disclosures may be more or less quantitative or represent 

more or fewer categories of information. Accordingly. hypotheses regarding causal 

attributions are given separately from the other disclosure dimensions. 

5.3 Hv~otheses 

The following hypotheses aise from the framework of Section 5.1 and are shown on 

Figure One. Hypotheses H l  through H3d focus on disclosure levels (in keeping with 

previous research) and are thus based on model (1) -the "levels" model, while Hypotheses 

H4 through H9 examine disclosure changes and are thus based on model(2) (the 

"changes" rnodel). Hypothesis H lOa and H lob focus on the disclosure interpretation 

dimension, and as noted above are treated separately from the other hypotheses. To enable 

cornparison with prior disclosure research. tsvo hypotheses involving the control variables 

(organizationai size and industry) found by previous studies to affect disclosure but which 

are not directly related to the proposed theoretical framework are discussed fia These fint 



two hypotheses are thus tested to detemine whether the current research duplicates prior 

findings. 

In al1 of the following hypotheses, the term "disclosure" refers only to intangible asset 

disclosures. The first two hypotheses refer to levels of disclosure content (only); in 

hypotheses H3-H9 the references to "increases" or "decreases" in disclosure or disclosure 

levels without furiher qualification refer to chan~es in disclosure content Ivolume~, 

disclosure ~resentation Ihardness). and disclosure timing (provision of forward looking 

information). 

5.3.1 Replication of previous research findings 

The first two hypotheses arise directly from previous research and are expected to 

continue to hold: 

Hl: Company site is positively associated with disclosure levels. 

H2: Disclosure levels Vary by industry. 

5.3.2 Hypotheses related to the strength of accountability pressure and disclosure levels 

Hypothesis H3a-H3d state the effects of the proxies for potential strength of 

accountability pressure on disclosure, controhg for the other factors included in mode1 

(1 1- 

Hypothesis H3a anses from the bdief that a greater number of analysts can potentially 

exert more accountability pressure Secause of their increased ability to influence investors 

and focus public attention on the Company. The resulting hypothesis is: 

HJa: A greater analyst following is associated with higher disclosure levels. 



Large oganizations generally have greater intemal resources to do their own 

communications and provide their own information to investors. As a result, they are less 

susceptible to accountability pressure from analysts since they are less dependent on 

andysts to provide information on their behalf to investors. This results in: 

H3b: Large organizations' disclosure levels are less affected by analyst following than 

small organizations. 

Managers should be more prone to accountability pressure from analysts when they are 

concemed about having a positive public image, as for example when public financing is 

king sought As a result, they will generally attempt to provide more information 

regarding their intangible assets, and will downplay the risk of proprietary costs which 

rnight othenvise constrain the information release. This results in: 

H3c Disclosure levels are positively associated with seeking of public financing 

in the following period. 

Many Canadian companies also acquire listings on U.S. stock exchanges, such as 

NASDAQ or NYSE. While the companies still prepare their reports using Canadian 

GAAP, the greater "visibility" resulting from king  listed on these larger exchanges as well 

may increase companies' susceptibility to accountability pressure as well as making them 

use more impression management tactics. This results in: 

H3d: Being cross-listed on a U.S. exchange is positively associated with higher 

levels of disclosure. 



5.3.3 Hypotheses related to Accountability Pressure and Impression Management J3fects 

on Disclosure 

The following hypotheses are organized around the basic concept mentioned in Section 

5.1 : that changes in disclosure for an individual Company are a function of the performance 

of the sumunding periods, since this largely determines accountability pressure and the 

need for impression management. Performance news can either be positive (good) or 

negative (bad). The hypotheses below state the effects of the performance measures for 

each of the past, current, and future periods. while controlling for the other factors given in 

mode1 (2). References to the cunent year refer to the events and performance of the year in 

progress or just completed (year t), while references to the prior and following year refer to 

year t-1 and year t+l respectively. 

1. Effects of the pnor period's wrformance news. In essence, negative prior period news 

should lead to increases in current period disclosure, while positive pnor period news 

should lead to decreases in current pend disclosure. Following bad news, analysts will 

put additional accountability pressure on management to disclose information to assess 

future performance, which will affect the cunent year's disclosure. Even if current news 

is bad, management will tend to disclose more to deal with the accountability pressure 

created by the prior bad news. Attempts at concealment or minimiration in this case will 

tend to be used less because the existing public image is already negative, and thus 

further concealment would be relatively ineffective. 

However, when pnor news is g d ,  analysts will have put less pressure on management 

to disclose more in the cunent period. If the current news is bad, management will 

prefer to minirnize disclosures in any case to try to reduce emphasis on the current 

period. This results in: 

H4: Current changes in disclosure are inversely associated with prior period 

performance news. 



2. Effects of the current period's performance news. In the case of current good (positive) 

news. management is provided an oppominity to "bask", as well as to assure analysts 

that they are complying with analyst preferences. Ignoring proprietary costs, this 

would lead to an increase in disclosure. However, the risk of proprietary costs does 

constrain this increase, with the net effect expected to result in either some increase in 

disclosure or at least no decrease relative to the previous pend. 

In the case of current bad (negative) news. impression management suggests managers 

should attempt to disassociate themselves from the news by minimizing discussion. 

While there will be accountability pressure to provide information so as to enable 

analysts to assess future prospects. management will not be able to assuage this by 

discussing the intangible assets that resulted in the current period's performance. As a 

result, management will tend to disclose less (this excludes the efTects of expected good 

future performance on current disclosures, which is discussed next). Disclosure is also 

more likely to be in qualitative ternis. as another means of concealment. The perception 

of just how relatively good or bad the news is also affected by the industry's 

performance to which the Company belongs. This results in: 

HS: Changes in disclosure are positively associated with current pend performance 

news. 

H6: Changes in disclosure are positively associated with current performance relative 

to the industry. 

3. Effects of the followin~ ~eriod's performance ex ctations. When management believes 

that future news will be g d ,  there is additional oppominity for basking since the 

current image will not be contradicted by subsequent events. Provision of good news 

about the following period will also help distract attention from current bad news, thus 

helping in impression management Management may even tend to increase disclosure 

about current bad news, knowing that this could enhance credibility while at the same 



time having the ability to offset these bad news disclosures with the expected future 

good news. Disclosure of future news may be constrained by proprietary cost concems, 

and some concem about heightened anal yst expectations. Nonetheless, the overall 

direction is still expected to be slighdy positive. 

However, bad news in the following period should be negatively associated with 

disclosun in the current period: when there is cunent good news managers will not 

wish to enhance their corporate image when they will have difficulty maintaining that 

image in the following period, while if there is current bad news managers will be 

reluctant to try to provide excuses or justification. knowing that the following year's 

events are unlikely to support any daims they make. Minimization or concealment is 

likely to be viewed as the best tactic, since the accountability pressure will not be relieved 

with further disclosures. This results in: 

H7: Expected future performance news is positively associated with changes in 

cunent period disclosure. 

4. Interaction EfTects. While the prior and following years' news is expected to have 

effects on disclosure changes in the current year, the strength of these effects is 

expected to be increased in cases where the performance news is changing from 

negative to positive. This is because both accountability pressure and impression 

management needs should push managers to make more disclosures in order to repair 

their image and meet audience preferences. This results in: 

H8: The change frorn bad (negative) news in the past or present period to good 

(positive) news in the current or following pend is positively associated wi th 

disclosure changes in the cumnt period. 



As noted earlier, larger companies should generally be less dependent on analysts to 

disseminate information on their behalf, since they can at any time disseminate their own 

news. As a result, their annual report disclosures should change less in response to bad 

earnings news. since accountability pressure will be less effective (i.e. larger companies 

have less need of analysts to disseminate iheir good news at other times, so they cm 

afford to respond less to accountability pressure to explain their bad news when it 

occun). However, impression management tactics are still used in response to good 

news, regardless of Company size, so srnail and large companies are not expected to 

have differing magnitudes of disclosure change in response to good news. This results 

in: 

H9: Larger companies have smaller disclosure changes associated with current bad 

news relative to smaller companies. 

5.3.4 Causal attributions 

In keeping with pnor research on causal attributions, it is expected that managers will 

blarne extemal events as an impression management tactic to try to deflect blame from their 

companies and themselves for bad news, but attempt to take credit for good news by making 

internai attributions. This hypothesis is thus a statement about the relative proponion of 

causal attributions. rather than about changes or levels of these attributions. The resulting 

hypotheses are: 

HlOa: Causal attributions conceming bad news have a higher proportion of 

extemal compared to internai attributions. 

HlOb: Causal attributions concerning good news have a lower proportion of 

extemal ami butions compared to intemal ami butions. 



5.4 Additional Research Question 

The preceding hypotheses make a nurnber of predictions regarding the level of and 

changes in intangible asset disclosure. There are some other issues regarding discfosure 

characteristics about which either it is difficult to make hypotheses or for which data 

availability rnay be an issue, but which are still of interest. One example of such a question 

is exarnining w hether changes in management affect disclosure. It may be that the new 

manager is less affected by prior performance information since it reflects on the previous 

manager rather than him or herself. The manager may also choose to increase disclosure to 

highlight improvements made under the new leadership. The new manager may also have 

different beliefs about discIosure which affect disclosure dimensions. To the extent that the 

sample supports examination of this issue. the effects of CE0 change on disclosure will be 

considered. 



CHAPTER 6 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

Archival Canadian data was used to test the hypotheses of Chapter Five, as well as to 

investigate the issue of whether management changes affect disclosure. Use of archival data 

perrni t a focus on w hat managers actuall y do in response to good and bad eamings news as 

opposed to w hat managers daim to do, w hich has already been exarnined in Entwistle 

(1997) and Craighead and Hartwick (1997). The sample selection, data sources, and 

variables are discussed next. 

6.1 Sample Selection 

To study intangible assets disclosure differences using the proposed framework it is 

necessary to define: 

1. What types of intangible assets are examined: The intangible asset chosen for 

investigation in this study is research and development (R&D) expendi tures. As noted 

in Chapter Two, R&D typically does not meet the criteria needed to be treated as an 

asset in the standard accounting framework. For example, in Canada research 

expenditures are aiways expensed, while developrnent expenditures must meet seveml 

criteria to be capitalized. Application of these capitalization criteria and apparent 

accounting conservatism on the part of companies engaged in R&D activities often 

results in either no capitalization of development expenditures or capitalization of only a 

small amount of the total expenditures. However, R&D is fundamental to the activities 

of companies in several industries, which suggests that R&D related disclosures should 

be important for firms which wish to expiain their performance in these industries. 

R&D is also appropnate for this study because companies or industries who engage 

significantiy in this activity c m  be identified on the basis of R&D expense, which must 

be disclosed if material (CICA 1997, Section 1520). 



2. A common regulatory environment, so as to minimize disclosure differences due to 

changes in regulation rather than the explanatory factors of interest: To accomplish this, 

the disclosure sample was drawn frorn Canadian companies listed on the Toronto Stock 

Exchange for the time p e n d  199249%. The time period of L m -  19% also has fairly 

stable disclosure requirements with respect to R&D, as the OSC1s MD&A requirements 

which might affect such disclosures were implemented in 1989-90' (OSC 1993). 

Use of Canadian companies also reduces the effects of litigation on disclosure. Prior 

research such as Skinner (1994) found that voluntary disclosures in the form of 

management forecasts varied over time, likely in response to differences in litigation 

risk. Since this study will also be examiniiig disclosure changes over time. elimination 

of other potential explanatory factors such as litigation which could affect disclosure 

changes is important. Litigation risk is low in Canada since shareholder class action 

suits are rare, and few if any Canadian companies listed on the TSE have been sued or 

fined for misleading disclosure (Toronto Stock Exchange. 1995). 

3. A population frame consisting of companies for whom R&D success is crucial for 

survival. This ensures that analysts will be interested in seeking information conceming 

the companies' R&D efforts. thus providing the requisite accountability pressure and the 

need for impression management concerning R&D activities. 

The approach taken to achieve such a frame was: 

(a) To select companies based on industry membership rather than just by the presence 

of reported R&D expenditures: This enables selection of companies in industries 

generally perceived as heavily dependent on their R&D success. It also screens out 

companies in other industries who rnay engage in R&D but for whom other activities 

such as manufacturing may be as or more important For this study, companies were 

selected from four industries: biotechnology and phamaceuticals; computer software 

and processing; electrïcal and electronics; and miscellaneous industrial products. These 

' Clarkson, G o ,  and Richardson (1995) note that OSC offcials confirmed that by 1992 annual reports 
shouid reflect the MD&A regulations specified in policy 5.10. 



four industries were chosen on the basis of both the nature of the activity of the 

companies in these groups (biotechnology, computer technology, and electronics are al1 

commonly cited as examples of "high tech" industries), and the fact that these four 

segments had considerably more companies reporting R&D expense than any of the 

orher classifications, based on a frequency analysis using the Report on Business 

Corporate Database (ROB)'. An industry-based approach rather than selection of 

individual companies that report R&D expense also has the advantage of including 

companies that may only have reported R&D expense in some yean. Such companies 

still have R&D related disclosures to make, but may purchase R&D or have R&D 

benefits canying over from other periods. 

(b) To refine the industry classifications used: The preceding step selected companies 

ptentiallv engaged in R&D activi ties. However, the relative1 y coarse categorization 

employed by the ROB'S Industry Segment Classification (ISC) resulted in industry 

groupings (such as miscellaneous industrial products) w hich also included companies 

that were primarily engaged in manufacturing rather than R&D related activities. To 

refine the ISC industry groups, al1 companies were removed which met the following 

criteria: (a) had a description in the ROB database which described the company 

manufacturing products, but which used no term to suggest the company engaged in 

development or research of products; and (b) reponed no R&D data for -y of the 

study period years. 

Companies were randomly selected from the resulting population, and were reiained 

for analysis if they had annual reports for at least two consecutive years in the study period. 

and aiso had performance proxies available for the years surrounding the annual reports 

(further details on this are provided in Section 6.2.2). The resulting sarnple consisted of 56 

companies representiog 189 firm-year observations, out of a population of 123 companies. 

The ROB &tabase is used as it pmvides more complete Canadian company data ihan does the Compustat 
database. One drawback of ROB is that it cunently lacks Standard Industry CIassification (SIC) codes, 
which have been used in pnor mearch to classify companies by industry. As a result, Industry Segment 
Classification codes must be used for the initiai sample sefection. 



6.2 Variable Definitions and Measurement 

6.2.1 Dependent Variables 

In keeping with the discussion in Chapter Five, four different disclosure dimensions are 

measured: content (volume of disclosure). timing (provision of forward looking 

information), presentation (provision of quantitative venus qualitative information), and 

interpretation (causal attributions). The measurement for the first three dimensions is based 

on a disclosure index, that consists of a list of disclosure items to which companies' annual 

reports are compared to see which items the report contains. If a disclosure item in the 

index appeared anywhere in the a r~ua l  report. it was scored in the index. Multiple 

appearances of the same disclosure item were only counted once. The toial count of the 

number of items disclosed in each dimension served as the measure of disclosure for that 

dimension. 

For exampie, if annual report disclosures were judged as matching six of the disclosure 

index items, with two items in quantitative form and one item disclosed for both the current 

and future year, then the following counts would result for the first three disclosure 

dimensions: 

(a) The disclosure content dimension would have a value of six, since six distinct items 

were found in the annual report; 

(b) The disclosure timing dimension would have a value of one, since one fomard looking 

disclosure item was provided; 

(c) The disclosure presentation dimension would have a value of two, since two of the items 

were disclosed in quantitative fom. 

The disclosure interpretation dimension was measured by counting the number of causal 

attributions for financial performance given in the "Letter to Shareholden" section of the 

annual report and classifying whether the attribution was for a positive or negative outcome, 

and whether the cause was internai or extemal. 



Changes in each dimension were calculated by subtracting the disclosure levels of 

year t-1 from those of year t. To improve the reliability of changes, al1 annual reports for a 

given Company were coded sequential l y to facilitate double-checking of disclosure 

differences between years. 

In cases where it was apparent that a company's annual report could not disclose 

particular index items because of the company's situation, the index scores for that annual 

report were dropped from subsequent analysis. For example. a few companies could not 

report on the index item "5-10 years of sales", because they had not been in business for 

five years. Other companies were still in their start-up phase, and so could not disclose any 

product line or other sales information because they had not made any sales yet. 

The rationale for and development of the disclosure index is given in Section 6.3. 

Panel A in Tabie One lists the definitions used for the dependent variables. Because of the 

variety of ways that the disclosure dimensions could be measured using the disclosure 

index, two alternatives proxies for each dimension level and change are given and tested in 

the subsequent analyses' to determine how sensitive results are to measurement differences. 

Generally, one set of proxies uses as a numerator or denorninator what is referred to as a 

count of "distinct" disclosure items, which means that an item is counted only once if it is 

disclosed in either current or future fom. Counting only distinct items may help to reduce 

the inherent correlations between different disclosure dimensions by collapsing the 

disclosure timing dimension to eliminate its effect on the other two dimensions. 

Use of different deflators for the alternative timing and presentation measures aiso helps 

in analyzing the data from slightly different perspectives. For example, the use of the index 

maximum for the TIMINGI-L variable as a deflator results in a measure of the relative 

proportion of fomard looking disclosures compared to the theoretical maximum number of 

forward lwking disclosures, and thus serves as a measure of the absolute amount of 

disclosure. In contrast, the use of the total number of distinct items disclosed as a deflator 

' A variety of pmxies were actually tested for each disclosure dimension level and change, using several 
different deflators. Results were not significantly sensitive to the various approaches used. 



results in a measure of the proportion of forward looking disclosures cornpared to the total 

number of distinct disclosures made. The difference this rnakes can be seen by considering 

that case where a Company makes ten disclosures but five are fonvardinp looking. The 

TIMING1 -L variable will have a low disclosure value for foriHard looking disclosures 

(since only five fomard looking disclosures were made, out of a theoretical maximum on 

the index instrument of 33 forward looking items), while TIMINGZ-L will have a relatively 

hiph value (since half of the disclosures made were forward looking). 

6.2.2 Independent Variables 

The independent variables and their data sources are Iisted in Panel B of Table One. A 

few comments on the definitions used follow: 

1. Industrv classification (INDUST). Selection of companies for the sample required 

use of the ROB'S Industry Segment Classification ([SC). as ROB has no other industry 

classifier available. However, preliminary analysis of the industry variable using this 

classification showed no significant industry effects. SIC codes retrieved from the 

Compact Disciosure CD-ROM were then tested as an alternative, with a two digit level 

used to ensure there were sufficient companies in each industry classification. In 

general, most companies whose ISC codes suggested they were involved in R&D 

intensive industry also had an SIC code indicating membership in an R&D intensive 

industry. However, the SIC code classification enabled a clearer separation between 

computer hardware, other electronics companies, and computer software companies. 

The SIC classification was therefore used for subsequent analysis, with the four 

industry groupings used being: 28/87 (pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies); 

35/37/38 (non-electronic equipment companies); 36/50*' (electronic equiprnent 

companies) and 73 (software companies). As the groupings indicate, some 2 digit SIC 

' The specific 50' gmuping combined with 36* was the 506' gmuping. which refen to companies thai 
wholesale eiectricai and electronic equipment. 



codes were combined in one group to provide adequate group sizes in measuring 

industry performance. 

2. Performance news for surroundine period 

There are two basic proxies for measuring the performance news of the surrounding 

period'. One proxy is based on changes in eamings per share. The choice of this 

proxy is based on eamings king the primary reported piece of public information about 

companies, which for companies with significant intangible assets should reflect the 

profitability of past intangible asset expenditures. Eamings information (as a proxy for 

cash flows) is important to analysts (Maines 1995; Govindarajan 1980) and will 

therefore be viewed by management as a key determinant of accountability pressure and 

impression management 

The pariicular measure of earnings per share to be used is eamings before 

extraordinary items, which is a widely reported and cornrnented upon nurnber, deemed 

to be a direct result of management's activities, and as such is expected to generate 

accountability pressure and the need for impression management. Good news is 

associated with a positive sign on the change in eamings, while bad news would be 

represented by a negative sign. PNEWS and FNEWS are equal to the one year lagged 

and one year ahead values of CNEWS. The closing share price of the first day of fiscal 

year t is used as a deflator.' It should be noted that FNEWS (acnial future performance) 

is a proxy for expected future performance, and thus measures management's 

expectations with error. To the extent that management's expectations are poorly 

cal i brated w ith actual future performance, the resul t w il1 be increased standard enor for 

the coefficient which will b i s  against finding ~ i ~ c a n t  results 

- - - -  

Andyst forecasts might also have provided a very useful measure for assessing Company performance to 
expcftations. However, the size and nationality of the companies made tinding sufficient forecasts for the 
sample from a source such as YB/E/S impossible. 
The absolute val w of eamings was dm tested as a deflator. Results of the anal ysis were qualiiativel y 

sirnilar with this choice. 



The alternative proxy for performance is the stock retums for the year. Retums are the 

most cornrnonly used measure of firm performance in capital markets research, and are 

certainly of primary interest to analysts. Retums are rneasured over the penod starting 

€rom the date three days after the release of year t- 1's eamings announcement (using the 

press release date), to the date two days after the release of year t's eamings 

announcernent (which typically two to three months after fiscal year end). The intent of 

this time period is to capture as much as possible of the reaction to the company's 

performance for year t, with two days allowed for price to impound year t's earnings 

announcement given that many of the stocks are thinly traded. This period is 

approximately one year, but varies because of differences in eamings announcement 

dates1. 

3. Seekine of oublic financing 

The proxy for management's pians for seeking public financing is the actual acquisition 

of financing in the subsequent year. If actual acquisition of public financing does not 

well refiect management's actual plans, this will increase the standard error of the 

coefficient which will bias against finding results. 

6.3 The Disclosure Index Underlving the De~endent Variables 

6.3.1 Development of the Disclosure Index 

The dependent variables were developed from the voluntary R&D related disclosures in 

the sample companies' annual reports. There are several approaches to creating measures of 

disclosures which have been used in pnor disclosure studies, including: content analysis, 

used in Entwistle (1997) and Betaan and Weitz (1983); use of analyst ratings such as 

' Retums measured over the period staning the second month of the fiscal period and ending one month 
after the end of the fiscal year were also tested as a pmy.  Results of the analysis were quaiitativeiy 
similar. 



Lang and Lundholm (1993) and Clarkson, Kao and Richardson (1995); and use of 

disclosure indices, used in Botosan (1997), Firth (1980), Cooke (1989) and Singhvi and 

Desai (1975). Content anaiysis, which is often done at the sentence or paragraph level, 

tends to reward redundancy and by counting each sentence or paragraph as a disclosure, 

tends to give additional points to certain types of disclosures such as product descriptions. 

Using analyst ratings would require analysts to score nearly 200 reports, which would be 

extremely tirne consuming, making cooperation extremely difficult to procure. Such ratings 

would also tend to reflect analysts' perceptions of the companies' disclosures, which may 

well be based on criteria other than their stated ones (such differences between apparent 

judgement criteria and actual judgement criteria have been established by Phelps and 

Shanteau (1978) and Nisbett and Wilson (1977)). 

A disclosure index was therefore used, which relies on developing a list of desirable 

information items and then reviewing each annual report to determine how many of the 

items were present. This approach enables good corn parisons between companies by using 

a consistent set of disclosure measures for al1 companies, does not overweight "wordier" 

disclosures, and avoids differences in disclosure ratings caused by differences in 

redundancy . 
The disclosure index approach requires careful detenination of what items to include in 

the index so as to ensure construct validity, in keeping with Marston and SMves' (1991, 

195) caution that "The usefulness of the disclosure index as a measure of disclosure is ... 
cntically dependent on the selection of items to be included in the index". In addition, for 

the disclosure change hypotheses to be testable, the disclosure index had to be sufficiently 

sensitive to capture disclosure variation arnong and within companies, but sufficiendy 

objective that disclosures could be reliably measured. These latter two objectives requind 

some tradeoffs, since having many items in the index tends to improve sensitivity to 

disclosure variation, but also reduces reliability in that coders have more items to look for in 



the annual report and have to make more distinctions between items in order to place them 

into the appropriate categories. 

To achieve an index that focused on R&D relevant disclosures of interest to analysts 

and was sensitive to variation in disclosure. the following steps were taken: 

1. Prior research and business press articles which provided a list of desirable disclosures, 

provided survey results from analysts of desirable disclosures, or listed desirable 

disclosures from an analyst perspective were reviewed. The material from which 

disclosures were derived were: The AICPA (Jenkins Cornmittee) report lmproving 

Business Reporting - A Customer Focus (AICPA, 1994 ); Barrett (1976); Belkaoui 

and Kahl(1978); Botosan (1997); Brown (1992); Buzby (1975); Cato (199); Chow 

and Wong-Boren (1987); the CICA's monograph Information to be lncluded in the 

Annual Report to Shareholders (CICA, 1991); Entwistle (1997); Firth (1979); Knutson 

(1993); Revits et al (1994); Singhvi and Desai (197 1); and SRI International (1987). 

Al1 of the disclosures suggested by these documents, w hether apparently relevant to 

R&D and whether apparently voluntary or now mandated, were compiled into one list of 

disclosures. The resulting list had over 320 items. 

2. The list was then consolidated by removing redundancies, items that are now mandatory, 

and items that appeared to be unrelated to either the inputs to R&D activities, the R&D 

activities themselves, or the results (products and associated economic benefits) of the 

R&D activities. Unrelated items include such things as Company history, tax issues, 

and dividend policy. There is obviously some subjectivity in the decision as to which 

items provide information indirectly about R&D, so in the interests of parsimony the 

index focuses more on direct R&D disclosures. While this may result in a more 

conservative index, it also is expected to be more focused on R&D. In the event that 

important indirect R&D disclosure items were inadveitently removed from the index 

during this stage, it is likely that the review of the index by the financial analysts would 

have detected this (see Step 4). 



Some index refinement was done by coding some annual reports with two coden to 

determine w hether disclosure items could be readil y distinguished from each other. The 

resul ts were used to collapse similar items, as well as to refine the coding instructions1. 

Disclosure items were also grouped under headings to facilitate finding of particular 

items by the coders. 

The final disclosure index refinement was done by rernoving items not mentioned as 

important by Canadian financial analysts who had reviewed the list, and by cornparhg 

the resulting list to the frequency of mention of these items across the original source 

documents. Nelson's Directory of lnvestment Research (1997) was used as the source 

of analysts' names and phone numben, as well as to select only analysts who followed 

computer or biotechnology companies. Six analysts reviewed the list and discussed 

which of the items they felt were important, which were irrelevant, and w hat items might 

be added. Items that were regarded by the majority of analysts as unneeded were 

dropped. Few suggestions for additions to the index were received, and no suggestion 

for addition was provided by more than one analyst. Of the 32 items remaining on the 

list, 22 were listed by four or more of the source documents, providing some additional 

assurance regarding the validity of the list. To ensure the disclosure index was sensitive 

to variations in disclosure, ten items mentioned by four or more of the source 

documents were added to the 32 items for which the analysts had a consensus of 

desirability, resulting in a final disclosure index of 42 items. 

A sample of the final disclosure index is shown in Appendix A. 

6.3.2 Assessing the Reliability of the Disclosure Index 

After the disclosure index was finalized, nine annual reports were coded by two coders 

to develop measures of inter-rater reliabiliîy for the various disclosure dimensions. The 

' The coding instructions provided additional explanation of the disclosure items to help distinguish one 
item from another. They also explained what a causal aitribution was and how to decide whether causes 
were internai or extemal. 



choice of reliability measure needed to take into account: (a) The level of agreement 

expected by chance, as suggested by Krippendorf (1980) and Hughes and Garrett (1990); 

and (b) the !evel of measurement (e.g. nominal versus ordinal) the data represent. Unlike 

cases where codng is done to develop a nominal data measure (i.e. the object of interest is 

placed into one of several unordered categories), in this case the index explicitly ninks 

annual reports on each one of three dimensions representing disclosure content, timing. and 

presentation. For example. the disclosure content dimension requires that the number of 

disclosure items present in each annual report be counted and totaled. The resulting total 

represents at least interval data, since the measurement of changes requires that the 

differences between disclosure levels be meaningful. 

Accordingly, Krippendorf's alpha for interval data (Krippendorf, 1980) was calculated 

to measure inter-rater reliability. since this measure removes the agreement expected by 

chance from the observed agreement in calculating the reliability, and is intended for interval 

data. Knppendorf's alpha will have a value of one when there is no disagreement in the 

inter-coder ratings, and a value of zero when the observed agreement is what would have 

been expected by chance. Reliability calculations were camed out using a SAS macro 

developed, validated, and discussed in Kang, Kara, Laskey and Seaton (1993), using both 

the theoretical maximum of disclosure items (i.e. the maximum number of items in the 

index) and the observed maximum number of disclosure items in the inter-rater sample of 

25. ' The resulting reliability measure for the total number of disclosures was 0.72, meaning 

that the observed agreement for the count of the total number of disclosures was 72% better 

than would have k e n  expected by chance alone. 

Also following Krippendorf's (1980) discussion, the conditional reliability of disclosure 

timeliness (i.e. the number of forward looking disclosures) and disclosure presentation were 

calculated, rather than standard reliability, since calculations of the proportion of fomard 

The maximum nmber of categories is used in the reliability statistic to determine what level of 
agreement should be observed by chance. A smal1er nurnber of categories means that there is a greater 
likelihood of agreement by chance, tesuhing in a more conservative rneasure of how diable the observed 
level of agreement is after removing the likelihood of chance agreement. 



looking and quantitative disclosures first require assessrnent of what disclosures are 

present. Conditional reliability removes the effects of disagreement about what disclosures 

are present (which are reflected in the reliability measure for totai number of disclosures) to 

measure the level of agreement about disclosure tirneliness and presentation amongst the 

disclosures for which there is agreement as to their existence. The resulting conditional 

reliability measures for disciosure timeliness and presentation respectively are 0.95 and 0.66 

(or 95% and 66% better than chance), using Krippendorf's alpha statistic. 

Determining whether these reliability levels are acceptable is somewhat dificult, since 

there is no panicular consensus regarding the reliability level that rnust be achieved for data 

to be usable. Knppendorf suggests that variables only be used if their reliability is above 

0.80, with data whose reliability is between 0.67 and 0.80 used for exploratory work. 

Nunnally (1%7) however suggests that for exploratory work reliability in the range .OS-0.6 

is sufficient, and that for basic research increasing reliability beyond 0.8 will result in little 

irnprovement in correlations. Given the exploratory nature of this work, the levels of 

reliability found seem tolerable, but will tend to add noise to the resulting measures. This 

will in tum tend to reduce statistical significance, thus reducing the l ikel ihd of spurious 

findings. Examination of the sources of error in coding suggest that the primary cause of 

error is missing disclosures that a n  present in the annual reports, likely because of the 

difficulty in locating specific items in dozens of pages of narrative. Only a few errors 

resulted from disagreement about how to code a particular disclosure once i t was found. 

This suggests that the disclosure frequencies will tend to be slightly lower than the actual 

values, but this error does not appear to be systematicaily related to any of the independent 

variables of interest. 



CHAPTER 7 

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

This chapter will discuss the results of the hypothesis testing using the models 

described in Chapter Five. As discussed in Chapter Six, the sarnple originally consisted of 

189 firm year observations, but sorne observations were dropped where companies clearly 

did not have al1 of the information available to report. The final sample thus consisted of a 

maximum of 140 firm-year observations for the disclosure level hypotheses, and a 

maximum of 100 observations for the disclosure change hypotheses. There were typically 

more observations available for the models using returns rather than earnings based news 

proxies, because of differences in the underlying files providing the data. Comparative 

statistics between the sample and the industry and additional sample descriptive statistics are 

provided first, followed by the results and discussion of the hypothesis testing. 

7.1 Descri~tive Statistks 

Table Two shows some comparative statistics by industry between the sample and the 

population. There are cornparatively few sample biotechnology companies compared to the 

biotechnology population because a large number of the companies with incornplete 

disclosure indices were in this industry. The remaining biotechnology finns are also much 

larger than their industry mean, since they tend to be older and more established tirms, 

compared to the many start-ups in the industry population. As a whole, the sample firms 

tend to have greater average assets and R&D expenses compared to their industry 

counterparts for the same reason. Sampfe mean EPS in some cases varies considerably 

from the industry mean, perhaps due to the skewing effects of outliea in either the sample 

or the industry. 

Table Three shows the number of observations, means, medians, and variances for the 

dependent and independent variables. It also shows the unscaled values for both disclosure 



levels and changes for the various disclosure dimensions. The average number of distinct 

disclosures per annual report is 15.5, out of a possible index maximum of 41 distinct 

disclosures. Given the index represents a conservative list of desired disclosures which was 

derived from a much larger list, this score suggests a relatively low level of voluntary 

disclosure. Such a finding is in keeping w ith analyst comrnents made to a TSE commitîee 

studying disclosure improvements voronto Stock Exchange, 1995) that Canadian 

companies generally had low levels of voluntary disclosure. The mean number of future- 

oriented disclosures and distinct quantitative disclosures is also very low, averaging 

approximately 3 disclosures out of a potential index maximum of 33 and 6.67 out of a 

potential maximum of 36, respectively. While not shown in the table, the 

maxirnum(minimurn) disclosures recorded for the number of distinct disclosures, number 

of future-onented disclosures, and number of distinct quantitative disclosures were 24(3), 

20(0), and 15(0) respectively. A relatively small nurnber of companies made causal 

attributions regarding performance in their "letter to shareholders" section, with only 33 

annual reports having causal attributions regarding negative outcomes and 69 annual reports 

having causal attributions regarding positive outcomes. The number of positive causal 

attributions is more than twice that for negative causal attributions. 

Table Three Panel A also reports the log value for analyst following. When 

transformed back into raw scores, the average (median) number of analysts for each fim- 

year observation is 6.1, (4.9, with 21% of firm-year observations having no anelyst 

following. It is worth noting however that Nehn's  Directory of lnvestment Research, 

which was the source of analyst coverage information, considerably expanded their coverage 

of Canadian investment houses over the study period. As a consequence, many of the zero 

values reported are for the early years in the sample pend,  and it is quite likely that a 

number of these firms did in fact have analyst followings which were simply not reported in 



Nelson's Directory.' This issues adds noise to the measure of analyst following, and will 

tend to bias against finding a significant effect of andyst following. 

Most of the means and medians for the disclosure level dependent variables are quite 

sirnilar, suggesting M e  skewness in the distributions. However, the means and medians for 

the current, past and future news proxies Vary considerably, and indicate in al1 cases that 

some large positive values for news are skewing the results. The industry performance 

means also appear quite different from the Company performance means (the CNEWS 

proxies), with the industry means for both eamings and retums news appearing 

considerably smaller than the sample rneans for the equivalent measures. This may also be 

because newer (and thus likely smaller) fimis were more likely to be eliminated frorn the 

final sample because of incomplete information, leaving older (and presumably larger) fimis 

who are more likely to have positive eamings and retums. 

Panel B of Table Three provides information about the dependent and independent 

variables for the disclosure changes models (the first three rows show the absolute values of 

the changes in disclosure for the three main disclosure dimensions). The data indicate that 

some degree of change is occumng, and relative to the low level of disclosure across the 

three dimensions the change values are large. While not shown in Table Three, the 

maximum (minimum) change recorded for the number of distinct disclosures, number of 

distinct quantitative disclosures, and the number of future-oriented disclosures is 7 (6). 6 (- 

6), and 8 (-3) respectiveiy. The data also show that the disclosure changes are, on average, 

positive, as are the changes in eamings and retums news proxies. The news proxies for the 

disclosure changes are a subset of those for the disclosure levels, so as expected the means 

and medians are similar to those shown in Panel A. The values for NEWSCHANGE-E and 

NEWSCHANGE-R indicate that changes from bad to good news (either in the fonn of 

bad news in year t- 1 and good news in year t or bad news in year t and good news in year 
- 

' Another consequence of this change in coverage by Nelson 's Directory was tfiat a meaningful maure of 
change in analyst following from year to year couId not be constmcted, since it was impossible to know 
whether the change was the result of the change in coverage or because of an actual change in the number of 
analysts following the fim. 



t+i) are quite cornmon in the sarnple. Further examination of the mean value shown for 

CEXTFIN shows that 85% of the observations have a value of O (because seeking of public 

debt or equity in successive years was rare in the sample). 7% of the observations have a 

value of 1, and 8% of the observations had a value of -1. 

Table Four shows the Pearson and Speaman correlations between the dependent' and 

independent variables, with Panel A showing the disclosure level variables and Panel B 

showing the disclosure changes variables (only one proxy for each of the content, timing, 

and presentation disclosure dimensions are shown to keep the table size manageable). The 

Pearson correlation part of Panel A shows that andyst following, and king cross-listed on 

a U.S. exchange ail have significant positive correlations w ith the disclosure content, timing 

and presentation levels. Company size and the need for public financing in the following 

year is significantly positively correlated with the disclosure content and presentation 

dimension. The performance news proxies generally appear to have no correlation with 

any of the three disclosure dimensions, except one weakly significant negative correlation 

between the pnor year earnings news proxy and the content dimension. The Speannan 

correlations show similar relationships between the dependent and independent variables. 

The three disclosure dimensions in Panel A are strongly positively correlated with each 

other, as expected, although the association between disclosure timing and disclosure 

presentation is somewhat less than the relation between disclosure content and the other two 

variables, An examination of the correlations of the alternative disclosure dimension 

proxies not included in the table show much lower Pearson correlations, with content and 

timing having a correlation of .  138, content and presentation having a correlation of .279, 

and timing and presentation having a comlation of -.32. While a11 of these correlations are 

significant at the .10 confidence level or better. the correlations using distinct mesures are 

' The hypotheses that concern the disclosure interpretation dimension require onIy a cornparison of 
differences in the proportion of extemai to intemal attributions depending on whether the associated 
outcornes are positive or negative. Since no hypotheses propose that this dimension should be associated 
with the variables used to explain the other disclosure dimensions, the correlation tables and discussion of 
the regression results will include only the other th= disclosure dimensions: content, timing, and 
presentation. 



much lower in cornparison to use of measures where the timing dimension is not collapsed. 

The negative correlation between timing and presentation using the distinct rneasure is likely 

due to the fact that the future-oriented disclosures when coded were much more likely to be 

qualitative than disclosures about the present. 

Among the independent variables, analyst following and firm size are also strongly 

positively correlated, as expected, and analyst following also has a weak positive relation 

with the firm king C cross-listed. Analyst following is also correlated with the three eamings 

news proxies. The earnings news proxies tend to be significantly correlated with each other, 

but this is at least partly because of their construction. It is also worth noting that the two 

sets of news proxies' Pearson correlations are not significant with each other, whereas the 

Speman correlations are significant. This difference may be due to the effects of outliers, 

or because of differences in w hat the two proxies are measuring. While not shown in Table 

Four. the industry durnmy variable for the software industry is significandy negatively 

correlated with size, and positively correlated with industry market and earnings 

performance, current earnings and retums news, and past eamings and returns news. The 

electronics industry dummy variable is positively correlated with size and analyst following, 

and negatively associated with industry earnings performance. Neither of the other two 

indusûy dummy variables had significant correlations with any other variables. 

Panel B of Table Four shows the correlations between disclosure changes and the 

explanatory variables. Like the disclosure levels, the disclosure changes for the three 

dimensions are highly correlated with each other. The earnings news variables are not 

significantly correlated with the disclosure changes, whereas the retums news variables are 

correlated with the changes in volume of disclosure and the provision of quantitative 

disclosures. The current and future returns and eamings news proxies are also significandy 

correlated with each other. 



Because the complete sample represents pooled cross-sectional data, analyses were also 

performed to determine whether autocorrelation was a concem. For the disclosure level 

model. the degree of first order autocorrelation varies depending on the model used and the 

disclosure dimension being analyzed. For example, when using the eamings news proxies 

model, the residual errors from the regression of the disclosure content dimension variables 

CONTENT 1 -L and CONTENT2-L have first order autocorrelation coefficients of -.27 1 

and -.414 respectively, w hile the residual errors from the regression of the disclosure timing 

variables TIMING 1-L and TIMING2-L have first order autocorrelation coefficient of -.CM 

and -.O82 and the residuals from the regression of the disclosure presentation variables 

PRESENT 1-L and PRESENT2-L have first order autocorrelation coefficients of -.498 and 

-.392. In general the disclosure presentation and disclosure content dimension models have 

the greatest degree of autocorrelation and the disclosure timing dimension models have the 

least autocorrelation. Examination of the disclosure level variables for second order 

autocorrelation show little if any present. 

The disclosure changes models show much less evidence of autocorrelation, with the 

CONTENTI-C models using the retums news proxies having a first order autocorrelation 

coefficient of -.233 and CONTENT2-C having a first order autocorrelation coefficient of 

-,279. The other models al1 have autocorrelation coefficients of less than .IO. 

7.2 Resul ts and Discussion 

7.2.1 Hypotheses Related to Disclosure Levels 

Hypothesis testing for disclosure levels was canied out using multiple regression 

techniques. Two main methods were used to address some of the probiematic characteristics 

of the data. First, generalized least squares (GU) ngressions adjusted for the presence of 

autocorrelation were used to individually ngress each of the three main disclosure 

dimensions against the explanatory variables. Second, the strong comlation of the 



disclosure dimensions with each other suggested that a multivariate general linear model 

(GLM) regression approach should also be used so that the covariance matrix reflected the 

correlations of the disclosure dimensions with each other. Tests of the data for 

multicollinearity showed low or moderate levels (Jobson, 1991). with condition indices of 

13 and below without the Size*Lanlyst interaction tenn and between 13 and 18 with the 

interaction terni included. Tests of the model for heteroskedasticity using White's test 

(White, 1980) showed no significant levels. 

Yvootheses H 1 and H2 

To test hypotheses H 1 and H2, GLS regressions adjusted for autocorrelation of the two 

disclosure content proxies on the Company size and industry durnmy variables were 

performed, with the regression performed on the two explanatory variables both separately 

and jointly. Results are shown in Table Five, with the biotechnology industry effect 

included in the intercept. Regression results show that for both disclosure content variables, 

Company size is positive and significant at the ,001 level, indicating that larger companies do 

have a greater number of disdosures and thus supporting Hl. Al1 of the dummy industry 

variables also show a significant relation with the two disclosure content measures, 

suggesting that the volume of disclosure does Vary by industry and thus supporting H2. 

When size and the industry dummy variables are al1 included in the regression. the 

electronics industry dummy variable becomes non-significant, indicating that it does not 

differ significantly from the biotechnology firm disclosure content levels once size is 

controlled for. 

Hv~otheses H3a-H3d 

Regression results using one dependent variable per regression and adjusted for 

autocorrelation are shown in Table Six. Panel A shows the estimated regression 

coefficients using the eamings based news proxies, while Panel B shows the estimated 

regression coefficients using the retums based news proxies. Table Seven shows the 

results of the multivariate regression. In both Table Six and Seven. S I E  is included as the 



dummy variable D S E  representing large versus small companies and an interaction 

variable combining DSIZE and LANLYST to test Hypothesis 3b is aiso included. 

Both Tables Six and Seven show the coefficient on the analyst following variable as 

significant and positive for the disclosure content and presentation measures but not for the 

disclosure time orientation variables. These results sugpst that analyst following is 

associated with increases in the volume of disclosure and disclosure quantitativeness, but 

has much less or no relation to the provision of forward looking disclosures. Thus, 

hypothesis H3a is supported for increases in disclosure volume and disclosure 

quantitativeness, but not for increases in the number of forward looking disclosures. 

An interaction term was included in the models to test Hypothesis 3b which States that 

large organizations' disclosure levels an less affected by analyst following than small 

organizations. The coefficient on the interaction terni was negative and significant for both 

the disclosure content and disclosure presentation in the univariate models. but was 

significant only for the disclosure content dimension in the multivariate model. This would 

suggest that large organizations' volume of information disclosed is less afTected by analyst 

following than that of small organizations, but that the provision of quantitative and forward 

looking information is not differentially affected. especially once the volume of information 

differences are controlled for. 

Table Six also shows the estimated coefficients for the W F i N  variable, which is 

needed to test Hypothesis H3c that disclosure levels are positively associated with the 

seeking of public financing in the following period. The only mode1 in which the 

coefficient on EXïRN is significant and positive is that of the univariate model using 

market based news proxies. It thus appears that there is limited support for Hypothesis 

H3c, and that the seeking of public financing does not affect either the provision of more 

quantitative disclosures or of more fonvard looking information. 

Hypothesis H3d requires that the coefficient on CROSS-LIST be positive and 

significant An examination of Tables Six and Seven shows that this is the case for the 



disclosure content and timing dimensions for the univariate eamings models and for al1 

three dimensions for the mdtivanate models. However, the second version of the disclosure 

dimension measures for timing and presentation have insignificant coefficients, suggesting 

that the relative proportion of forward looking and quantitative disclosures is not affected by 

cross listing, but that the volume of fonvard looking and quantitative disclosure is, even after 

controlling for the volume of disclosure in general. There is therefore strong support for 

cross-listing on U.S. exchanges having a positive relation with disclosure volume and an 

increase in forward looking disclosures, and some support for cross-listing king related 

to increases in the provision of quantitative disclosures. 

7.2.2 Hv~otheses Related to Disclosure Chan= 

Hypothesis testing for disclosure changes was carried out using the same methods as used 

for testing the factors affecting disclosure levels. GLS regressions adjusted for 

autocorrelation were used to individually regress each of the three main disclosure 

dimensions against the explanatory variables. Second, a multivariate GLM regression 

approach was used so that the covariance matrix would reflect the correlations of the 

disclosure dimensions with each other. Multicollinearity condition indices were below four 

in al1 cases, indicating low multicollinearity (Jobson. 1991) and White's test statistic for 

heteroskedasticity (White, 1980) was not significant for any of the models. 

Hvpotheses H4H8 

Table Eight shows the estimated coefficients resulting from the GLS regressions adjusted 

for autocorrelation, while Table Nine shows the estimated coefficients resulting from the 

multivariate GLM regression'. As with the disclosure level models, results Vary slightly 

depending on whether returns or eamings news proxies aie used. 

l Inclusion of the year to year change in R&D expense as a control variable had no effect upon the 
significance or sign of the othet variables in the model, and was not itself significant in explaining 
disclosure changes. 



Support for Hypothesis H4 requires that the coefficient on PNEWS be significant 

and negative. Tables Eight and Nine show that typically this coefficient is not significant or 

is actually positive and significant, primanly when market-based news proxies are used. 

These results suggest that pior pend performance news is not related to changes in the 

volume of disclosure, and is positively rather than negatively associated with changes in 

disclosure quantitativeness and the provision of forward looking information. 

Hypothesis H5 asserts that current performance news is positively associated with 

changes in disclosure. Examination of the coefficient on CNEWS in Tables Eight and Nine 

shows that current news is positively associated with disclosure timing changes when 

eamings news proxies are used. and with disclosure content changes when market based 

proxies are used. However. current performance news is not significantly associated with 

changes in disclosure presentation. and returns-based news proxies are negatively 

associated with changes in disclosure timing. 

Support of Hypothesis H6 requires that the coefficient on either or both of the 

proxies for industry performance (INDPERFE and INDPERFR) be positive. For the 

disclosure content and presentation change dimensions. this coefficient is not significant, 

while for the disclosure timing change dimension when market based news proxies are used 

the coefficient is weakly significant and positive. It thus appean that industry performance 

has linle relation to changes in disclosure volume or quantitativeness, but is associated with 

the provision of forward looking information when market retums are the measure of news. 

Support of Hypothesis H7 requires that the coefficient on FNEWS be positive. The 

coefficient is not significant in the disclosure presentation or timing changes model, but is 

significant and negative for the disclosure content model when market based news proxies 

are used. This means that future good news (in the f o n  of market returns) tends to reduce 

the amount of disclosure in the current year relative to the previous year, while future bad 

news tends to increase the amount of disclosun in the current year. However, future news 



does not appear to be associated with changes in quantitativeness or the provision of 

foward looking information. 

Hypothesis H8 asserts that the change frorn bad news in the past or present penod 

to good news in the curent or following period is positively associated with disclosure 

changes. The coefficient on the dumrny variable NEWSCHANGE should be positive and 

significant if this hypothesis is tme. However, on none of the models is this coefficient 

significant, so there is no evidence to support this relationship. Similarly, Hypothesis H9 

requires that the coefficient on the interaction of DSIZE and CNEWS be negative. While 

this coefficient is negative for most of the models, it is not significant. The coefficient on 

this interaction term is significant for one of the disclosure presentation change measures 

when earnings news proxies are used , but in this case it is positive. There is thus no 

suppon for this hypothesis. 

7.2.3 Hypotheses Related to Causal Attributions 

Hypothesis HIOa and H lob required an examination of the relative proportions of intemal 

versus extemal attributions categorized as to whether the outcome was bad or good. Testing 

of these hypotheses is equivalent to checking whether the proportion is significantly less or 

greater than .5, which by subtracting .5 from each of the sample proportions is equivalent to 

comparison of whether the sarnple mean is significandy greater or less than 0, respectively 

for H l Oa and H lob. Both hypotheses were supported. The transforrned mean of 

INTERP-N had a value of ,215. with a t-statistic of 3.097 (p= .004) . white the transformed 

mean of INTERP-P had a value of-323. with a t-statistic of -9.82 (p= .0001). 

7.2.4 Alternative Approaches and Research Question 

A rank regression approach (Iman and Conover, 1979) adjusted for autocomlation was 

also used to test the hypotheses H3 to H9 using the univariate models. This approach 

requires ranking of the dependent and independent variables and then performing the 



desired regressions using the transformed data. As noted in Lang and Lundholm (1992), 

". . . if the relation between the dependent variable and the independent variables is 

rnonotonic, a higher-ranked independent variable will correspond to a higher-ranked 

dependent variable, regardless of the precise nature between the two variables." Since the 

theory underlying the model requires only that such a rnonotonic relationship exist. a test of 

this approach seemed appropnate, and would also remove the effects of any minor 

measurement error in the data as well as reduce the efiect of major outliers 

The results of the rank regression for the disclosure levels models were very similar to 

that obtained without rank transforming the data. The coefficients of the models using 

eamings prnries showcd linle change in significance, except that the DSIZE variable in the 

TIMINGZ-L model was no longer significant, while the INDPERFE coefficient for the 

PRESENTZ-L model became significant. The MEWSR coefficient in the disclosure level 

models using retums news proxies became insignificant, while the SIZE*ANLYST 

interaction in the PRESENT 1 -L rnodel became sipificant. 

The results of the rank regression for the disclosure changes models showed a number 

of differences from the one perfomed without ûansforming the data. For the models using 

eamings news proxies, The CNEWSE coefficient in the CONTENTI-C mode1 became 

significant, as did the INDPERFE coefficient in the PRESENTIC model. The CEXTFIN 

coefficient in the PRESENTI-C rnodel also becarne significant. However, the coefficient on 

the DSIZE*CNEWSE interaction in the PRESENT2-C model was no longer significant. 

For the models using market retums news proxies, most of the coefficients which had been 

significant became non-significant, although the INDPERFR coefficient became significant 

for the CONTENT 1-C and the two PRESENT-C models. 

An outlier analysis was also perfomed to determine whether any of the disclosure levels 

or changes models' coefficients would significantly change if influentid observations were 

removed. An examination of the PRESS statistic for the disclosure level models showed 

that in most cases the statistic was less than one, indicating low sensitivity of the mode1 fit to 



the omission of particular observations (Jobson. 1991), with the largest value being 3.6. 

The PRESS statistics for the disclosure changes models varied between .91 and 56, with 

several models having PRESS statistics of over 6, suggesting a much larger problem with 

outlien. An iterative procedure involving removal of observations which had relatively large 

values of Cook's D (Cook and Weisburg, 1982) and DFFlTS (Belsey, Kuh, and Welsch, 

1980) and rerunning of the regressions was performed to minimize the Press statistic while 

at the sarne time trying to maintain sample size as much as possible. However. even after 

removal of a number of outliers, the Press statistic still had values in excess of 13 for the 

disclosure changes model for the TIMING I-C and PRESENT 1-C models using market 

news proxies and for the PRESENT 1 -C model using earnings news proxies. This result 

suggests a general lack of fit problem for these change models. 

After outlier removal, the significance of the coefficients for the disclosure changes 

models remained largely unaffected, as did the coefficients for the disclosure changes model 

using eamings news proxies. However, the coefficients for the disclosure change model 

using market based news proxies did change, with the coefficients on current news tending 

to become non-significant for the CONTENT and TIMING models and significant for the 

PRESENT model. The coefficient on the 1NDPER.FR variable tended to become 

significant for al1 three disclosure change dimensions. the NEWSCHANGE-R coefficient 

became significant for the TIMING and PRESENT change models. but the DSIZE variable 

became insignifiant for the CONTENT model. These results generally suggest some 

instability in the coefficients on the disclosure change model using market based news 

proxies. 

Considered together, the results of the rank transformation and outlier analysis suggest 

greater coefficient stability for the models using eamings news based proxies, and for the 

disclosure level models. The disclosure changes mode1 using market returns news proxies 

seems to generally have unstable coefficients, although w hether this is because of enors in 

rneasurement of the variables or a lack of model fit is not clear. 



An analysis of whether a change in CE0 significantly affected disclosure changes was 

also performed. The sample had only nine cases where the CE0 had changed from the 

previous year. Inclusions of this information in the disclosure change regressions in the 

form of a dummy variable results in no improvernent in mode1 fit, and the coefficient upon 

the dummy variable was not significant 

7.3 General Discussion 

Results of the hypothesis testing suggest that there is sorne support for the 

disclosure level hypotheses, but little for the disclosure change hypotheses. The disclosure 

level models' fit as indicated by the R~ value iç generally good, with values of R' typically 

between .20 and S0. Most of the stmctural variables expected to affect disclosure levels, 

such as company size, analyst following. and cross-listing did have a significant effect in the 

expected direction. In addition. the expected interaction between company size and analyst 

following was also found to be significant and in the expected direction. 

There is some evidence that the explanatory variables aiso affect the disclosure level 

dimensions differently. For example, the volume of disclosure and disclosure of fonvard 

looking information is strongly positively associated with the Company being cross-listed 

on a U.S. exchange, but the association between cross-listing and the provision of more 

quantitative information seems slightly weaker. Company size and analyst following also 

seem to be positively associated with the volume of information provided and the amount of 

quantitative information provided, but seem to have liale effect on the provision of forward 

looking information. Future news appears to be related to the level of disclosure volume 

and the provision of forward looking information when market news proxies are used, but is 

not related to the provision of more quantitative information. 

The causal attribution hypotheses were both supponed by the data, although it 

should be noted that the majority of companies did not make any causal attributions in their 

"Letten to Shareholden" portion of the annual report, as noted earlier. 



The hypothesis testing of the disclosure changes model typically yielded either little 

or no support for the model. The best model fit was for the disclosure content changes and 

market retums model, which had significant effects for Company sire. current news, and 

future news. The signs on the coefficients suggest that larger companies have less change 

in disclosure volume, and that current news is positively related to changes in disclosure 

volume. However, contrary to expectations, chmges in future retums news appears to be 

negatively associated with changes in current disclosure. Pasi retums news seems to be 

positively related to changes in the provision of fonvard looking disclosures and disclosure 

quantitativeness, but not to changes in volume of disclosure. 

The reasons for these discrepancies do not appear to be related to a lack of change 

in disclosure or because the changes are rnonotonic. The descriptive information given in 

Table Three Panel B does indicate that disclosure changes do occur across al1 dimensions. 

The values shown in Panel B for the raw disclosure changes are for absolute changes; when 

the change directions are signed the median change value is 1 for disclosure content and O 

for the other two dimensions, suggesting that disclosure changes do occur equally in both 

directions. 

There are several possible causes for the lack of expected findings regarding disclosure 

changes. and in panicular for the tendency towards a lack of significance of surrounding 

eamings or returns news in explaining disclosure levels or changes: 

1. Robably the most likely cause is the ability of companies to provide differential levels 

of information across product lines. Companies can provide isolated fragments of 

information for various products such as market share for one product, product prices 

changes for another product, sales information for yet another product, etc. Thus, even 

when earnings are bad, companies can choose to provide information about the positive 

aspects of their operations as an impression management tactic. Similarly, when 

eamings news is good, cornpanies can provide isolated items of information about 

different products to reduce proprietary costs. Since the coding method simply required 



the first instance of any given disclosure to be coded in keeping with the coding done in 

other work like Botosan (1997). the coding scores are not sensitive to differences in the 

amount of information provided relative to the company's product lines.' 

Companies rnay also differ as to what variables best capture what constitutes good or 

bad news. For example, companies in the "start-up" phase of the business cycle rnay 

be focused on gaining sales andor increasing share price, depending on their need for 

capital. Because operations are new, there is littie expectation of profitability for the 

company, and instead the emphasis will be on the company 's growth. More mature 

companies may be evaluated on either eamings or share prices. Companies that are 

expected to need significant additional capital rnay be most concerned with share pnce, 

whiie companies not needing public equity or debt rnay be concemed pnmarily with 

changes in eamings. A recent paper by Degeorge, Patel, and Zeckhauser (1999) on the 

thresholds that seem most related to earnings management behavior find that the need to 

report positive profits dominates sustaining past performance or meeting analyst 

expectations as a motivator for eamings management. It rnay be that a similar issue 

occurs here for some companies, although testing of the effects of the sign of earnings 

news on disclosure behavior showed no significant results. In general, it rnay be that 

determination of what triggers accountability pressure and the need for impression 

management requires more careful study which takes into account factors such as the 

age of the company and the adequacy of its financing, and explores 0 t h  possible 

means of measuring good versus bad news. The relative importance of changes in 

retums over changes in earnings in explaining disclosure changes rnay be related to the 

predominance of newer companies in the sample. Such cornpanies rnay be more 

concemed about the need to raise public equity since they have fewer resources of their 

own to draw upon. 

' The disclosure coding did include a weighting category in an attempt to capture the idea that companies 
could provide a particulas disdosure item for a minority or majority of their operations, but the reliability 
of this weight factor was Iow so the weight was not used in constructing the disclosure scores. 



3. There may have been suffkient coding error to mask or distort the actual changes in 

disclosure. However, if coding reliability were the cause of the problem. such errors 

should have had more effect on coding across cornpanies than coding within companies, 

given how the coding was performed. Each company's annual reports were coded in 

sequence, and differences in coding led to reexamination of the preceding year's annual 

report to ensure that the coding change represented a real change in the underlying 

disclosure. rather than the result of missing a paiticular disclosure or coding the same 

thing differentiy. Since companies tend to have similar annual report formats from year 

to year, it is easier to code the annual reports for one Company consistently than to code 

annuai reports from different companies consistently. 

4. The failure to find significant relations especidly between earnings changes and 

disclosure changes may be due to dificulties in capturing the right eamings numben 

for comparisons, which leads to increased standard errors and thus lack of significance 

for the eamings coefficients. The earnings numbers used were the original numbers 

adjusted for stock splits, rather than the restated numbers. It may be that it would be 

better to use restated numben for past eamings news so as to better reflect the 

comparative information available at the tirne of the current eamings release. However, 

this would require collection of the restated nurnben as they appeared the following 

year, and exclusion of any restatement effects after that point The appropnate earnings 

number to use for the following year's news would likely be the original eamings 

nurnber. Such a precise determination of the appropriate eamings numbers would be 

very difficult to capture from the ROB tapes, although hand collection from the annual 

reports might be possible. 



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

The intent of this snidy was to provide evidence conceming the factors that influence 

voluntary disclosures about intangible assets by firms for whom such assets are integral to 

financial performance. The study of narrative disclosures about intangible assets is justified 

because such assets are not well represented within the existing financial statements, and 

there is thus a need to better understand what level of voluntary information is provided 

about these items, and the factors that affect this level of disclosure. Differential provision 

of information depending on company performance could have important implications for 

stock prices and stakeholder information search costs, given the importance of information 

in setting secunty prices. The study also attempted to consider how factors differentiaily 

affected various disclosure dimensions, such as the volume of information provided, the 

provision of fomard looking information, and the provision of quantitative versus qualitative 

information. The framework used to select factors of interest was based on accountability 

and impression management theory, which suggest that capturing information about the 

audience of the disclosures, the vulnerability of the company to accountability pressure, and 

the discrepancies between actud and desired behavior that lead to accountability pressure 

and the need for impression management would be key. 

The study's findings reafirm the importance of structural variables in determining 

overall disclosure levels. Company size is typically very significant and has a positive 

relation with disclosure levels, as does the existence of a cross-listing on a U.S. Exchange. 

While the former result has already been docurnented in a similar setting by Entwistle 

(1997), the latter result has not k e n  previously illustrated for nanative disclosures. The 

results of the study also provide some evidence that seeking of public capital in the 

following year affects disclosure content levels when retums are used as the measure of 

news, in keeping with work such as Gibbins, Richardson and Waterhouse (1990) and 



Ruland, Tung, and George (1990). However, the effects of public financing on disclosure 

changes is not significant, which provides some additional evidence for Frankel, McNichols 

and Wilson's (1995) suggestion that disclosures related to public financing are part of a 

long term policy rather than a shon term strategy. Significant disclosure content 

differences by industry were also found when industry variables were the only explanatory 

variables used. but these differences became non-significant when other explanatory 

variables were added to the model. Analyst following is also found to have a significant 

and positive relation with disclosure levels when included by itself and with Company size as 

a dumrny variable within the disclosure levels model. The interaction term behveen 

compsny size and analyst following dso generally supports the hypothesis that larger 

companies' disclosure levels are less affected by analyst following. 

The study provides very limited support for the hypothesized effects of the news of the 

surrounding period afTecting disclosure changes. Changes in current eamings news are 

significantly positively related to changes in the provision of the fonvard looking 

information, while changes in current market retums do have a significant and positive 

relation with changes in disclosure content, as predicted. However, changes in past retums 

news are positively and significantly related to some of the disclosure change dimensions, 

while changes in future retums are negatively related to changes in disclosure content. Both 

of these latter results have a sign opposite to what was predicted. 

The study replicates previous causal attribution research (albeit in a different context) 

that finds that companies are more likely to take credit for good news and blarne extemal 

forces for bad news. The number of cornpanies making positive outcome attributions is 

neady twice that of companies making negative outcome attributions. Aerts (1994) 

suggests that for firms with variable financial performance defensive tactics for bad news 

are less acceptable because repeated attempts to rationalize events that keep occumng are 

ineffective. The evidence in this study provides some support for Aerts' conclusion if one 



accepts the commonly stated view that "high tech" firms have greater vaiability in their 

financial performance, and thus are less financially stable than non "high tech" firms. 

The study does provide evidence that the explanatory factors differentially affect the 

level of various disclosure dimensions. The volume of disclosure and the provision of 

quantitative information are the dimensions most related to the explanatory variables, with a 

significant positive relation between these two dimensions and cross-listing, analysr 

following and size. The level of fonvard looking information provided is related to cross- 

listing, but not to the seeking of public financing or size. There is a significant positive 

relation between future retums news and the level of fonvard looking information, but not 

between future returns news and the other two disciosure level dimensions. 

Disclosure changes also show some differential effects of the explanatory variables. 

Changes in the volume of disclosure are positively associated with large companies and 

current returns news, whereas changes in the provision of quantitative information seem to 

be positively related to the retums news of the preceding period. Changes in the provision 

of fonvard looking information are negatively associated with current news and positively 

associated with past news, but have no relation to future news. There is no clear explanation 

for this particular relationship. 

In summary, the study contributes to the voluntary disclosure literature by: 

Finding confirmatory evidence that nanative disclosures related to R&D are positively 

related to Company size; 

Roviding evidence that Canadian fims that are cross-listed on U.S. exchanges do 

provide more voluntary disclosures than Canadian firms that are not cross-listed, in 

support of assertions made by analysts to the TSE taskforce studying corporate 

disclosure (Toronto Stock Exchange. 1995) 

Roviding additional support in a different context for the assertion made by Frankel et 

ai (1995) that while voiuntary disclosure may have a positive relation to the seeking of 



public financing, this relation is part of a longer t e r m  strategy that affects disclosure 

levels, rather than a short term reaction that affects disclosure changes from year to year. 

4. Roviding evidence that larger companies' voluntary disclosures are less influenced by 

analyst following than are smaller companies' voluntary disclosures. 

5. Showing that while disclosure dimensions are highly correlated, they are affected 

differently by the proposed explanatory factors. In particular, while the volume of 

disclosure and provision of quantitative information may be positively associated with 

company size and analyst following, the provision of quantitative information appears 

less influenced by cross-listing status. and the provision of forward looking information 

is influenced by cross listing status but not by company size or analyst following. 

Sirnilarly. cunent retums news is positively associated with changes in the volume of 

disclosure, bat negatively associated with changes in the provision of future-oriented 

information. Past retums news is positively associated with changes in quantitative and 

fonvard looking disclosure. but is not significantly associated with changes in 

disclosure content. 

The study also contributes to the growing body of literature conceming intangible 

assets by providing further evidence that companies do provide sorne level of voluntary 

disclosure about these assets, but that the amount of disclosure is quite low compared to 

what analysts indicate they desire, if the disclosure index instrument represents even a 

conservative measure of what analysts would like to see disclosed. 

The effectiveness of the accountability management/impression management 

framework as a theoretical basis for studying disclosure behavior is only partially supported 

by the study's results. Mile the variables predicted by the framework to affect disclosure 

levels seemed to generally have the expected effect, the framework's predictions for the 

variables affecting disclosure change are not generally well-founded. As discussed earlier, 

this may be because of measurement error as well as use of impression management tactics 



that try to focus attention on the parts of the Company that are doing well, even when overall 

Company performance is poor. Opportunities for further research also exist in attempting 

to better define the financial performance variables that are associated with levels of and 

changes in disclosure. It appears possible that companies respond to different measures of 

performance, depending on their reliance on public financing and the stage of development 

the business is in. While some research has been done on financial performance factors 

that influence eamings management, much less has k e n  done on the performance factors 

that are related to voluntary disclosure. Further investigation of this topic is required. 



Figure One: Summary of Hypotheses 

Perceived Accountability Pressure 

- Prior News 
- Current News 
- Future News 
- lndustry Performance 

Moderators of 
Accountability 
Pressure 

Potential for Impression Management 

- Prior News 
- Current News 
- Future News 
- Industry Performance 

Disdosure Decision 

- Content 
- Timing 
- Presentation 
- lnterpretation 

H l - H 2  are not shown as May are a iepliaition of previous resaarch iather than 
resulting from the proposeci disdosure framework. 



Table One: Definitions of Dewndent and Inde~endent Variables 

Panel A: Dependl 
Variable Name 
CONTENT 1 -L, 

CONTENT 1 -C, 

TIMING 1-L, 

TIMING 1 -Ct 

future oriented items 
disclosed, as a proportion 
of the index rna~imum 

nt Variables 

proportion of the previous 
year's number of current 
and future items disclosed 

Description 
Number of current and 

Measured As 
Currcon~+FutcontJ(Indcu 

a proportion of the 
~revious year's number of 

Change in the number of 
distinct items disclosed. as 

items disclosed, as a 
proportion of the index 
m a .  m m  
Number of future oriented 
items disclosed, as a 
proportion of the nurnber 
of distinct items disclosed 
Change in the number of 
future oriented items 
disclosed, as a proportion 
of the previous year's 
nurnber of future oriented 

CdcontJDcon&., 

items disclosed 
Change in TIMING2-L 
between year t-1 and year t 
Numkr of present and 
future quantitative items 
disclosed, as a proportion 
of the index rna~imum 
Number of distinct 
quantitative items 
disclosed, as a proportion 
of the number of distinct 
items disclosed 



Table One: Definitions of De~endent and Independent Variables (Continuedl 

Panel A: Deoendent Variables (Continuedl 

W here: 

Change in the number of 
current and future 
quantitative items 
disclosed, as a proportion 
of the previous year's 
nurnber of current and 
future quantitative items 
disclos& 
Change in PRESENT2-L 
betw&n year t- 1 and year t 
Number of external 
attributions as a proportion 
of dl positive outcorne 
attributions 
Number of extemal 
attributions as a proportion 
of al1 negative outcome 
attributions 

Currcontp Number of current-oriented disclosure index items 
counted in the year t annual report 

Futcont, = Nurnber of future oriented disclosure index items 
counted in the year t annuai report 

Dcont, = Number of distinct discfosure index items counted 
in the year t annual report (a distinct disclosure 
index item is counted once, even if discfosed in 
both current and future oriented fonn) 

quant con^= Number of current and future quantitative disclosure 
index items counted in the year t annual report 

Dquantconq= Number of distinct quantitative disclosure index 
items counted in the year t annual report (a distinct 
disclosure index item is counted once, even if 
discfosed in both current and future oriented form) 

Ccurrcont, = Currcont, - Currcont ,I 

Cfutcont, = Futcont, - Futcont ,. 
Cquantcont, = Quantcont,-Q~antcon~.~ 
Cdcont, = Dcon4-Dcont,_ 
Indcumnax = Maximum number of current oriented disclosure 

items contained in the index, with a value of 36 
lndfutmax = Maximum number of future oriented disclosure 

items contained in the index, with a value of 33 
lnddismax = Maximum number of distinct disclosure items 

contained in the index, with a value of 41. 
Inciquantmm = m i m u m  nurnber of quantitative disdosure items 

contained in the index, with a value of 60. 
Extatup Number of causal attributions in the year t annual 

report "letter to shareholders" where the cause 
was given as external to the organization 

Posattr~ Number of causal attributions in the year t annual 
report "letter to shareholders" w here the 
outcome was positive from the company's 
~erspective 

Negattr~ Number of causal attributions in the year t annual 
report "letter to shareholders" where the outcome 
was negative from the company's perspective 



Table One: Definitions of Dewndent and Inde~endent Variables (Continued) 

Panel B: Inde-ndeni 
Variable Name 
INDUST 

CROSS-LIST, 

LANLY ST, 

FNEWSe, 
PNEWSE, 

CNEWSRc, 
FNEWSRf, 
PNEWSR, 

NEWSCHANGE-E 

NEWSCHANGE-E 

Variables 
Description 
Company's industry 

Whether company was cross- 
listed on a U.S. stock 
exchange 
Number of analysts following 
the company 

Extemal financing of bonds or 
equity acquired in year t+l 

Indicates a change in the 
acquiring of external financing 
between ye;u t and year t+l . 
Externa1 fi nancing acquired in 
year t will tend to bias the 
disclosure change downwards, 
while external financing 
acquired in year t+l will tend 
to bias the disclosure change 
upwarâs 
Size of the company 

Indicates if company is large 
or smali 
- - -- - - 

News as measured by earnings 
scaled by price on the fi rst &y 
of tradingfor the current 
period, future pend and past 
period respecrively 
News as measured by 
abnormal retums over the 
pend  between successive 

lndicates a change from bad to 
good earnings news 

Indicates a change from bad to 
good returns news 

Measured As 
A categorical variable 
representing the two digit SIC 
code of company as stated in 
Compact Disclosure. 
Coded as 1 if cross-listed and O 
othenvise, based on annual report 
i nfomtion 
Loe of (the number of anaiysts 
folÏowing the company +IF based 
on information given in Nelson's 
Directory of lnvesrmenr Research 
Coded as 1 if externai financing 
was acquired in year t+l and O 
othenvise, as reported in the 
annual report 
An ordinal variable, coded as O if 
external financing was acquired 
both years or neither year; as -1 
if extemal financing was acquired 
i n y ear t but not year t+ 1 ; and as 
1 if extemal financing was 
acquired in year t+ l but not year t 

The square root of (total 
assetd10,000,000). as reported by 
ROB 
Dummy variable wilh a value of 1 
if SIZE, is greater than the median 
value and oothenvise 
EPS,-EPSC,~/Pr, 

Dummy variable with a value of 1 
if (CNEWSE > O and PNEWSE 
< O) or (FNEWSE > O and 
CNEWSE < 0) and O othenvise 
Dummy variable wiîh a value of 1 
if (CNEWSE > O and PNEWSE 
< O) or (FNEWSE > O and 
CNEWSE <O) and O otherwise 



Table One: Definitions of De-mndent and Independent Variables fcontinued) 

Panet B: Indqpende 
INDPERFE, 

INDPERFR, 

W here: 

Variables 
Relative Industry Performance 
based on 2 digit SIC industry 
classifications and using the 
median value of earnings 
scaled by opening price for the 
period for companies in the 
industry same industry , 
excluding company i's own 
eamings, 
Relative Industry Performance 
based on 2 digit SIC industry 
classifications and using the 
median val uc of the abnormal 
returns for corn paries in the 
sarne industry with returns 
available for the same period 
as company i, excluding 
company i's own abnormal 
returns 

Median((EPS,-EPS,_ ,)/Pr3 for al l 
companies in the same 2 digit 
SIC whose fiscal year ended in 
the sarne rnonth or the preceding 
1 1 months as company i, 
excluding company i's own value 

Median(REA,-MkREA,-lJ for ai1 
companies in the same 2 digit 
SIC with returns available for the 
same p i c d  as used for Company 
i, excluding company i's own 
abnomal returns. 

EPS, = Basic eamings per share at time t before extraordinary items 
Pr, = Closing stock price on the first day of trading of fiscal year t 
REA, = Cumulative returns over p e n d  t, süuting ût day d+3 for year 

t- 1, where d is the annual eamings announcement date and 
ending ai day d+2 for year t 

MkREA = Cumulative market returns over period t, starting at day d+3 
for year t- 1, where d is the annual eamings announcement 
date, and ending at day d+2 for year t 



beÜea th) 
28 (lNDUST=l) 1 92 1 2 80.583 

q u i  pment) 1 
93 1 13 217,165 

(software) 
93 8 37.3 13 

Statistics 
Average 

Basic EPS 
Before 

Extraordinary 
Items in sample 

(industry 
figure beneath) 

-4 
-.26 

Average 
R&D Expense 
in sample in 

000's 
(industry 

figure 





Table Three: Descriptive Statistics Kontinued) 

Panel B: Disclosure Changes Measures and Variables 
Variable 1 N 1 Mean 1 Median f Standard 

Absolute change in 
number of distinct 
disclosures 
Absolute change in 
number of distinct 
quantitative 
disclosures 
Absolutechangein 
the number of future 

100 

LOO 

LOO 

oriented disclosures 1 

E* 
NEWSCHANGE- 

* The variables NEWCHANGE-E, and NEWSCHANGE-R are dummy variables, so the median 
and standard variance masures are not relevant. 

.O697 

.O557 
O 
O 

CONTENT 1 -Ct 

R* 
INDPERFE, 
INDPERFR, 

~ e v i a t  ion 
3.009 

1.859 1.32 

.3018 
2569 
.7580 
.1283 

1 
100 1 .W 

1 

1 

1.860 
I 

.44 13 PRES €NT 1 -Ct 

100 

100 
IO0 

1.3 

99 1 .1251 I 0 

l 
.1 037 

NIA 

1 

CONTENT2-C, 
TIMING 1-Ct 
TIMING2-C, 

PRES ENT2-Ct 
CNEWSF, 
FNEWSh, 
PNEWSE, 
CNEWSR,, 
mwsk 
PNEWSR, 
NEWSCHANGE- 

NIA 

.O383 
-02% 

100 
87 

100 
90 
90 
86 

,0096 

.O853 

.1703 

.1579 

100 1 .O147 

,0036 
,076 1 
,0288 
.346 

-.O20 1 1 .33M 

O 1 .O984 

IO0 
99 
100 

.O07 

.O063 

.O064 

.CM2 
-.O56 1 
.O314 

,3630 
,1752 
,544 

' ,349 
. 2 4 7  
2.279 
1.323 
1.899 
1 . 2 4  
NIA 100 -42 I N/A 





Table Four: C ~ c ~ a t i o n s  

Jiinel A: Disdosure Lvel Variables 

I- 

INDERI% -.O53 .O49 - . I l7  -.14* -.O4 .144' -.122 --.O23 .O48 .03U .121 -.O58 .194** .O25 1.00- 
Pearson correlations are on the lower diagond; Spcannrui çorrelutions are on ihc uppcr diagonal 
*"* Significantatthe .1% level * * * Significani at ihe 1% level ** Significanî at h e  5% levçl * Significant ai ihe 10% levcl 

Variable 

tXMl3WI  

- - - - . - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - . . . - -- -- 
OXViE TiMlN PRFSE 1AM.Y SlZE 1.XII-1 CROSS CNEW FNEWS INEWS CNEW FNkWS PNEWS I N W E  INDI* 
WI-L I I  I L  sr N 1-1- SE E E SU R w UFE REU- 
1.00 1 .674 ,725 .573 ,531 .160* .SI8  .IO6 O -.IO2 .O29 .O42 -.O75 -.O87 - . I l 3  



Dble Five: Univanate Reeressions Adiusted for Autocorrelatian of Disclosum Content on Comganv Sizq 
and lndustn Variable 

Company Size Only 
Moûcl: 
lnlercept 

SlZE 

lndustry Viuiablcs 
Only Made!: 
Intercepi 

SOFTWARE 
Company Size and 

SlZE 

NONELECïRONIC 

ph- - - -- 
CONTENT 1-1, as dcpcndcnt variable 
Rcgrcssion 1-stat 
Cmfiïcicni 

u2 
-- 

COM'ENT-~~&~~CI~~ variable 
Rcgrcssion t-stat 
Caefficicnt 

R~ 

-- 
: .l% level 

1 % lcvcl 
5% level 
10% level 



Table Six: Univariate Pisclosure Level Reeressians Adiusted Cor Autocarrelation 

VanaMe 

I NTERCEPT 

SOFl'WAHE 

CROSS-LIST 

LANLY Sr 

SIZE*IANI,Y ST 
- 
CNEWSE 

PNEWSE 

FNEWSE 

INDPERFE 

1 % level 
5% level 
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- - - -- 
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(PKWEN'1'2-L) 
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me-tailcd test whcn the sign is predickd;~twe~led ohenvisr) 
me-tailed test whcn the sign is predicied; iweinilcd othcmisc) 
[one-iailcd test when the sign is predicicd; two-tdled oihcnvisc) 



UnivarMe Disclosure Level Re~ressions Ad usted for Autocorrelation (Continu&) 

r>ancl B: Regressian 1 
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LANLY !3T 
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? 

? 
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+ 

+ 

+ 

-- 
? 

? 

? 

? 

P .1% level 
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I % level 
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1 
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- 

News Proxics 
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th4 
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Significani ai ihe 
Significani iit ihç 
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ne-kded test when îhç sign is prcdicted; two-rsiilul oihemisç) 
one-tailcd test when ih t  sign i s  pdic%d; i w ~ & A  oihenvisc) 



Tgble kveven: Multivariate Disclosure Level Reeression~ 

lBanc!b: Reercssion 

ViuiaMe 

INTERCEiT 

ELECTRONIC 

NONELECïRONIC 

SOFTWARE 

CROSS-LIST 

EXTHN 

DSIZE 

LANLY ST 

DSIZE*LANLY ST 

CNEWSE 

PNEWSE 

FNEWSE 

INDPERFE 

dels  Ilsin 

Predicteû 
Sign 

? 

? 

? 

? 

N I 
+*** Signifiant at the .1% levcl 

* Significant at the 1 % level 
Significani at the 5'16 level 

* Significant at the 10% leve 

the Famines Rascd News 
CONTENT I - L 

Coefficient t-stiit 

(483)  (- 1-73)' 
,595 
(.W 
1 O3 

one-cailed tesi when the sig~ 

nxics 
TIMING 1-1, 
CI'IMING2-1,) 
Coefficient t-siut 

n I 
me-iailerl test when thç siin is p d i c k d ;  two-railcd otherwisc) 
me-idleci tcsi when the sign is prcdictcd; two-taild dhenvisc) 
:one-tailcd test when ihc sign is pmliczed; two-iaiied atknvise) 



Table Seven: Multivariate Disclosure Level Rggressions Kontinued) 

Panel H: Renression - 1 

VariaMe 

INTERCEPI' 

ELECTRONIC 

NONEZECTRONIC 

SOWWARE 

CROSS-LIST 

EXTRN 
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1 26 
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e Einht; Univarinte Disclosure Channe Rc~ressions Adjusted for Autocorrelation 

Pancl A: Rçeressioa 
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(one-tailçd test when the sign is prcdictcû; iwo-tail& * * * ~ignificani ai ihe 1% level-(one-iniled tesi when the siin i s  iredickd; iwo-iailcd othemise) * * Significant at the 5% level (onetailcd test when Lhe sign is prcdickd; IWO-tailed othenvise) * Significant nt the 10% level (one-tailed test when the sign is predicicd; iwo-iailrxl othenvise)\ 



Table Ekht: Univariate . . Disclosure Level Re~ressions Adiusted for Autocorrelation 1Conlinued) 

ne1 R: Reeression Models l l s iu  the Market Hetums Hased News t'roxics 

NEWSCHANGE-R 
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-- 
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Nine: Multivariate Disctosure Changes Regressians 

m e 1  R: Reercssion Modçls llsing the Murkci Hciums Bascd Ncws Pronies 

Variable 
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1 G&Objectives/Strategies 
I - 

l '  ' R&D directions or goals arc pmvidcd ( m î t  be 
*specific* technology directions/goals chat indicate 
product linesftechnology to be developed, not market 
or current product descriptions) 

1 2 '  An R&D strategy to acheive goals is provided ( 
' leveraging of existing productslexpertise, use of 

partnerships. dev't of infrastructure. funding pnoritics) 
(other than generic statemenls - must specify *how* 
goals will be acheived) - -- 

1 Subtotals 
--- 

1 x Other R&D goallstntegy information - not scored (e.;. 
external eventslassumptions crucial to god 

t- acheivement) 

2 Environment 
2 1 Information on *product* relevant R&Dltechnology 

and producr market) 
. A --+ . * 1 Changes/mndslissues in existing product markets or 

the cornpany's industy are discussed (e.g regdatory 
changes. market size changes, product market 
economic factors, changes in cornpetition,specific 

- risks/opportunities, prod mkt tech changes) - .-- 
2 2 2 lntendrd markels for producfsltcchnology are clearly 

identified (e.g. type of customer or need. new m kts 
emerging) (no points for very broad or obvious market 

: descriptions) 
2 2 3 The size of the existing potential product markets is I 

provided (give point for 2.2.2 as well) (mkt size must , 
, <be stated) I 

2; 2; 41compeny1s p d u c t  market sharc is pmvided (givc 1 ! ( ,  

i i poincs for 2.2.2 as well) (mkt shr must bc stated) : .- , , 

2 '  2 5 Changes in company's market sharc is provided (give I 

, .points for 2.2.2. as wcll) (mkt shr m u t  be stated) I b 

1 2 1 2 ; 6 ;Change in produa pricing is pmvided (incl effects of j 
I I '  

1 

I l  , cornpetition/bar~iers to entry on pricing) 
2 21 7: Extent of dependencc on a fcw customerddistributors 1 

i i is provided (e.g. 5% of sales from % of customers) I I 

2' 21 8:Combetition is identified bv narnc I I  

NB: This is rnodified from the actual format used in that it includes only three rather than 
five years so as to fit on the page in portrait orientation 



s p.; - 
2 2 9 Cornpetition's relative abilities or products are I I 

mentioned (cornpetition or p r d u n  must be named) 
2 Subtotals 
2 .  x . Other environmentallgod information provided (but : 

not scored) (list below) 

3 Input (Resource) Information 
3 1 Total number of employees is identified 
3 2 Functional responsibilities of senior R&D personnel 

are provided 

3 3 A projection of R&D expenditurcs is provided 
3 3 Specific planned uses of financing rnonry h m  dcbt or 

equity is provided (excl. gov't credits) 

3 5 Significant productionlcommercidi~iltion or research 
agreements are identified (partner must be named 
)(net incl. d e s  conuacü) (;.g joint ventures. 
commercln agrmnts. and partnerships for research and 
development)) 

3 6 Mesures of physical level of output or cripacity 

I utiliution of~rnkufac~urin~ plant are provided 

1 ' Discussion of general rnarketicg and distribution 
systems is provided (e.g direct &es venus VARS. 
plmned or actual use of distribution agreements) 
Spccific rnarketing/distri bution 
agrecmentslpartnerships are named 

3 Subtotals 
3 x (e.g.# of R&D employees; expl for change in R&D 

exp): 

4 Proaess Information 
Research a pmducts k ing  developd are identified 
(incl. planned new products/enhancements) (if compl. 
ambigious, count as a ncw product, rather than in 
progress) (code more generai staternctns of direction as 

/ 4'  2 '  Expccted featurcdcapabilities of pducts  in pmgrcss ' 
are described (pts for 4.1 as well) 

Statu of rcseatch/products k ing developcd is 1 
1 

1 / < I 4 1  pmrided. r g  stage of dsveloprnrnt or vhen I ,  : 1 

1 i compfetion expected (sprtcific tirnelinesldates woutd bei j 
I I  
a ' numeric disclosurc) ( ~ t s  for 4.1 as wetl) 1 1  

NB: This is rnodified from the actual format used in that it includes only three rather than 
five years so as to fit on the page in portrait orientation 



3 x Additionai progress disclosures (not scored): 1 ' -  

5 
' Output (Product) Information 

__C___I 

5 $ 1  Eristing producr lines/producrs 
' 

The main pmduct lines/producu are identified 
, 

5 1 2 The features/capabiIities of pductsfproduct lines are 
described (pts for 5.1.1 as well) - 

5 2 New groducr lines/producrs - 
5 2 1 New products or changes to existing products are 

identiccd f Incl acqs) -- 
5 2 2 The features/capabilities of the new product or product 

lines are described (pts for 5.2.1 as well) - -- 
5 Subtotais 

Tp -- 
5 x Other output items disclosed: ---- - 

* 

6 Benefits Information . ---- 
6 1 Sales revenue informarion - 
6 1 1 3-5 years of historicd product sales revenue is 

provided - 
6 1 2 6-10 years of historicd product sales revenue is 

linefpduct (other han n& products) -- - 
61 1 4 Change in proportion of sales revenue or change in 

revenue by major product line is provided 
6 1 5 1 Amount of sales revenue frorn new products or other 

, age of pmduct breakout is pmvided- b !  
6 i 1 i 6 Change in *proportion* of revenue from new pioducts i i : 

1 ,is pmvided ! I I ,  .- 

6 i 2 1 i Number of u n i ~  sold for year is provided (outside of j j 1 1 
i 'sales contract information) ! , b  

6: 3 1 Information about size of order backlog is provided i ! I 
6 i 4 1 Eornings information (emings. operating margins, 1 1 

! etc) i l J i  
6 ' 4  ' 113-5 ycars of historical carnings is provided - I , ,  - -  I 

6  4  2 ;6-10 yean of hisiorical caniings is providcd (givc 
I 1 points for 6.4.1 as wcll) 

NB: This is modified from the actual format used in that it includes only three rather than 
five years so as to fit on the page in portrait orientation 
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> - - 

l u  s e g  C , , ,  
6 4 3 Eamings are provided by major product IineJproduct 

(other than new ~roducts) 
-- 

6 -1 4 Change in proportion of earnings or change in earningsl 
by major prduct lindproduct is provided 

6 4 5 Gmss margin (i.e. sales and cost of goods sotd) 
information is provided or calculable (check fin. 
staternents and notes as rvcl1) - 

6 5 A cash flow or emings projection is provided (ind 
cornparisons ta future cxpectations) 

6 Subtotals - -- 
6 .ir Other R&D benefits discfosures (not scorcd) e.g. 

specific major sales conu;icu. instill sites, i n 6  
industry relative sdes/earnings indicators) : 

FI- TOTALS 

NB: This is modified from the actual format used in that it indudes only thtee ramer than 
five years so as to fit on the page in portrait orientation 




